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ABSTRACT 
A STUDY TO TEST THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AN INTERVENTION PROGRAM 
DESIGNED TO REDUCE GRADE RETENTION AND SOCIAL 
MAY 1995 
WILLIE E. DUFF, B.S., WINSTON-SALEM TEACHERS COLLEGE 
M.A., GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Barbara J. Love 
This study examines the effectiveness of an after 
school reading improvement program in reducing retention and 
social promotion in an urban elementary school. The study 
site was the Ruth K. Webb Elementary School, located in 
northeast area of Washington, D.C. known as "Ivy City." 
This site was selected because a significant percentage of 
at-risk students presented behavioral/discipline problems, 
poor social adjustment, low motivation and self-esteem to 
their parents, teachers and school administrators. Study 
participants were 4th, 5th and 6th grade students who were 
retained in grade or socially promoted to the next higher 
grade. Teachers, parents and other volunteers participated 
in this study. 
Retention and social promotion are two of the most 
controversial issues facing educators in many urban school 
districts. The Ruth K. Webb Reading Improvement Program was 
designed to address this issue. The program provided 
students with an opportunity to receive intensive 
instructional assistance in the area of reading skills 
deficiency. Study services were available to help students 
advance along the instructional curriculum at his or her own 
rate of mastery or achievement. 
Staff development and parental involvement activities 
encouraged teachers, support personnel and parents to work 
with students at different readiness and skill levels, 
motivate the slow learner and creatively utilize a variety 
of instructional approaches to solve learning problems. 
Pre- and post- program questionnaires, conferences and 
evaluations were used to report the study's findings. 
Study results showed the Webb's Reading Improvement 
Program was effective in 1) increasing educational 
performance for the at-risk students as measured by CTBS, 
diagnostic testing and test scores, report card grades, 
promotion/retention data and attendance; 2) improved 
delivery of instruction through use of new and creative 
techniques as indicated by individualized instruction 
services, use of manipulative, visual aids and parental 
involvement as indicated by rosters and monthly sign-in 
sheets and; 4) providing an environment where academic 
success as measured by student, teacher, parent involvement 
was achieved by the at-risk students. 
• • • 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Historically, grade retention has been in use since the 
beginning of compulsory education. At first, retention 
rates had reached as high as 52 percent by the early 1900's 
with 70 percent of the retained elementary students in the 
State of Georgia being over age for their grade (Ebel, 1960; 
Abidin, Golladay, & Howerton, 1971) . In recent years, the 
national movement toward raising student promotional 
standards was rooted in a deep concern about achievement. 
Educators, parents and the general public were frightened by 
the widely publicized declines in standardized test scores 
in recent years and by the growth in the number of students 
who have failed to master the basic skills for promotion or 
graduation (Labaree, 1984). 
The promotion/retention issue seems murky at best. The 
issue is especially clouded when it becomes a political 
rather than an educational decision. To enforce 
accountability regulations by holding the child in grade 
seems to ignore the question of how effective the 
instruction was for the child. Further, it tends to blame 
the child for failing and too easily absolves the school of 
responsibility for identifying alternatives to retention or 
for providing effective instruction. 
Social Promotion is the automatic advancement of 
students to the next grade without regard to individual 
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achievement. This policy helped to reduce the number of 
overage, low-achieving students in the classroom, but it did 
not address the learning and/or social difficulties failing 
students manifested. 
In a 1983 Gallup poll, the majority of survey 
respondents favored more stringent promotion policies over 
social promotion and grade retention. Although many 
practitioners had strong convictions concerning which of the 
above procedures would be most beneficial for the 
underachieving child, their opinions were not supported by 
the available research. Numerous researchers had observed 
that there was no body of evidence that indicated grade 
retention due to academic difficulties was more beneficial 
than promotion (Jackson, 1975). Promotion from one grade to 
another based on a student's age had become a frequent 
school practice, both for adults as well as pupils. 
However, Ebel (1980) reminded us that success builds 
confidence in one's abilities while failure or non-promotion 
tends to harm the development of self-confidence. Students 
who had been praised for their work or placed in transition 
classes showed greater improvement in the long run than 
students who were punished for the quality of their work. 
Grade retention and social promotion have a long 
history in American education. These concerns were of 
enough interest to be the focus of at least five published 
reports before 1930 (Jackson, 1975). Given the long 
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history, high cost, and widespread incidence of social 
promotion and grade retention, it follows that many studies 
would examine its consequences (Jackson, 1984). Though 
research has been done on this subject, most of it has been 
inadequate for making valid inferences about the effects of 
grade retention and social promotion. 
In the 1980's, educators proposed two easily 
distinguishable positions: grade retention typified by the 
use of a special test, or tests, that were used as the sole 
criteria for having students repeat a course or a grade and 
social promotion which provided for the advancement of all 
students to the age-appropriate grade level (Lindelow, 
1982) . 
There is probably no single decision a school 
administrator can make that is more significant in the life 
of an individual student than that of retention. Repeating 
a grade and thus adding a year to the school experience 
effects the remainder of that student's life. This 
experience usually impacts upon the student's educational, 
psychological, social and occupational behavior. The 
important point is that the impact be positive and 
productive, not negative and demoralizing (Lieberman, 1980). 
Retention raises complex issues for teachers and 
administrators when they tried to develop a rationale and 
procedure for retention in their school districts. Also, 
retention was a highly emotional issue for those directly 
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involved, including teachers, parents and, of course, the 
students (Holmes and Matthews, 1984). 
Procedures for retention or promotion have always been 
in existence in the District of Columbia Public School 
System based on the Superintendent's Directives and the 
Board of Education Policies and Procedures (Hansen, 1963). 
While there has been much emphasis on at-risk students, 
there is no data on any program designed to assist students 
in grades 4, 5, and 6, who were overage in grade or socially 
promoted without mastering the skills required by the 
District of Columbia school system. A reading improvement 
program appeared to be a realistic intervention for at-risk 
youth at the elementary level. The reading improvement 
program was designed for implementation at the Ruth K. Webb 
Elementary School. 
The program was designed to specifically meet the needs 
of those students in grades 4, 5, and 6 who were at risk of 
being retained, overage in grade, or socially promoted. The 
program used the services of a volunteer staff and parents. 
It was hoped that through this program at-risk students 
would achieve the required skills in reading for placement 
in the grade commensurate with their age in lieu of social 
promotion placement. 
Events Leading to the Intervention Program 
A number of events influenced the development of this 
study. The investigator wanted to assist Webb Elementary 
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School in raising the academic achievement of students, 
especially those who were socially promoted, retained in¬ 
grades or overage in-grade. 
The Washing Post (1986) published a survey showing most 
elementary public schools in Washington, D.C. were far below 
the national norm in reading and mathematics, measured by 
The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. Achievement test 
scores of District elementary students, still below the 
national average in most grades, continued to spiral 
downward in reading and math. When our best elementary 
students are matched against their peers across the country, 
they perform poorly, well below the national norm. 
The investigator initiated a conference with the school 
principal who in turn conferenced with the school staff. 
All persons conferred with, agreed with the implementation 
of the program because they felt this intervention reading 
program could raise students test scores and academic 
achievement. Conferences with principals and other 
administrators were organized to explore the possibilities 
of initiating a reading improvement program in an elementary 
school as a possible intervention for at-risk youth. 
Statement of the Problem 
Educators, parents and citizens in general have become 
worried about the large number of students who are not 
mastering grade level basic skills. Critics are arguing 
that it should be demanded that students demonstrate a 
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minimum level of competence before being promoted to the 
next grade (Labaree, 1984). 
A number of 4th, 5th, and 6th grade students at the 
Ruth K. Webb Elementary School who had not achieved the 
objectives of the required promotional standard were 
chronologically older (grade 4 - 10.7 years of age; grade 5 
- 11.7 years of age; and grade 6 - 12.7 years of age) in 
September 1986 than other students in their assigned grade. 
The appropriate ages for these grades are grade 4-9 years, 
grade 5-10 years, and grade 6-11 years. 
Those students concerned elementary school 
administrators and teachers because of their size, maturity, 
and lack of motivation due to their failure and continued 
placement with younger youth. The students were not 
successful in mastering the required skills without 
additional assistance. Further, parents of this group of 
students were limited in their abilities to assist with the 
academic growth of their children. 
A school based improvement program which placed 
students with reading problems in an after school reading 
program was initiated. Parent involvement was a key 
ingredient in the program. Parents of the at-risk youth 
were enrolled in an extensive training program that helped 
upgrade their reading skills and provided them with enhanced 
techniques in working with their child/children at home. 
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The main objective of the proposed program was to 
initiate an after school activity to meet the needs of the 
at-risk students (overage in grade and retainees) in grades 
4, 5, and 6 at Ruth K. Webb Elementary School. With the 
services of a volunteer staff, it was hoped that these at- 
risk students would achieve the required skills in reading 
for placement in the grade commensurate to their age in lieu 
of social promotion. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to examine the 
effectiveness of an intervention program designed to reduce 
grade retention and social promotion on participating/ 
identified students at Ruth K. Webb Elementary School. 
The questions this research seeks to provide answers 
for are: 
1. What is the impact of an intervention program on 
the academic success of students who have been retained or 
social promoted? 
2. What is the effect of an intervention program on 
the reading achievement test scores of students who have 
been retained or social promoted? 
3. What effect does parental involvement have on an 
intervention program that is designed specifically for 
retained students or social promoted students? 
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4. What effect does staff development have on an 
intervention program that is designed specifically for 
retained students or social promoted students? 
Setting of the Study 
Ruth K. Webb Elementary (Webb) is located at 1375 Mount 
Olivet Road, Northeast, in the Ivy City-Trinidad area. The 
original building was opened in February 1960. The first 
addition to the building was completed in 1967 and the 
second addition which houses the open space area was 
completed in 1972. 
Students attending Webb live in the Ivy City-Trinidad 
area which is one of the poorest and toughest neighborhoods 
in northeast Washington, D.C. 
Located in a predominantly Black neighborhood with low- 
rent housing, most families are welfare recipients with 85 
to 90 percent of the students participating in the free 
lunch program. The racial composition of the Ruth K. Webb 
Elementary School is 99 percent Black and 1 percent White. 
There are no Hispanics enrolled at Ruth K. Webb Elementary 
School. 
The 1986 enrollment was approximately 850 students in 
pre-kindergarten through Grade 6. The school organization 
included all day pre-kindergarten for 40 youngsters for the 
first time in 1988. 
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Limitations of the Study 
This study examines the effect of a specific 
intervention program on the academic performance of a select 
group of 4th, 5th and sixth graders in an urban elementary 
school in the District of Columbia. Data gathered for this 
study were unique to this population and this particular 
school. A number of events effecting this study could not 
be measured or controlled. The enthusiasm of the staff 
participating and the amount of time and energy devoted to 
the program could not be calculated. In addition, the 
enthusiasm of parents and the extent of their involvement in 
the program was not measured but undoubtedly had a major 
effect on the success of the program. 
The following assumptions provide the basis for this 
study: 
1. Social promoted students improve their academic 
performance when provided with carefully designed 
instructional attention. 
2. Retained students improve their academic 
performance when provided with carefully designed 
instructional attention. 
3. Parental involvement enhances student academic 
achievement. 
4. Staff development improves delivery of instruction 
and teaching approaches. 
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5. Parental training results in better academic 
support for children. 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined to lend further 
clarification and significance as related to this study of 
Webb Reading•Improvement Program: 
Grade Retention— 
1. The repetition for one year of particular grade in 
school. 
2. The practice of having students repeat the entire 
course or grade just completed, even if only one 
subject was failed. 
3. The belief that re-exposure to academic material 
and placement of a failed child with a younger 
group of children is a beneficial educational 
intervention. 
4. The practice of requiring a student, who has been 
in a given grade for a full school year, to remain 
in that grade for an additional school year. 
5. A major intervention in a child's life that 
removes the child from his/her age-based peer 
groups. 
6. An intervention which makes no attempt to 
remediate specific problems. 
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Social Promotion—The automatic advancement of students 
to the next higher grade without regard to academic 
achievement. 
Overage in Grade—Students who have not achieved the 
required objectives for promotion to the grade commensurate 
with their chronological age. 
Subject Repetition—This practice occurs most often at 
secondary levels where single subject area is completed a 
second time. When applied at the elementary level, an 
entire grade must be repeated in order to correct 
deficiencies encountered during the initial enrollment since 
the curriculum is not departmentalized. 
Failure— 
1. Failure in relation to student progress means lack 
of success in passing a course or gaining 
promotion to the next grade. 
2. Lack of satisfactory progress in learning. 
3. A process determined by school policy in which 
student achievement in learning is evaluated 
regularly. 
At-Risk Youth—Children are at-risk if they are likely 
to fail—either in school or in life. For example, if a 
student fails a course in school, is retained in grade, or 
drops out of school, that student is classified as at-risk. 
Likewise, if a child uses drugs, has been physically or 
sexually abused or has contemplated or attempted suicide, 
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that child is considered an at-risk youth (William Rioux, 
1989) . 
Outline of the Chapters of Study 
Chapter I identifies the need for an intervention 
program to reduce social promotion and grade retention. It 
also includes the statement of the problem, the setting, 
delimitations, assumptions and definition of terms. 
Chapter II reviews the literature related to grade 
retention, social promotion, overage in grade on at-risk 
students, effects of retention on student self-esteem, staff 
development and parental involvement. 
Chapter III describes the design of the study including 
the methods and procedures used to gather and analyze the 
data. 
Chapter IV provides an analysis of the data collected, 
response to specific questions this study sought to answer, 
and implications of the findings. Feedback from the 
volunteer staff, parents, and students who were involved in 
the planned school reading improvement program will also be 
discussed. 
Chapter V answers questions raised by the study and 
describes implications of the investigator's findings. It 
also suggests additional issues to be studied; the need to 
examine and redesign the organizational structure of schools 
and teaching strategies such that they deal more effectively 
with children the system presently fails. 
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Summary 
Educators, parents and the general public are 
frightened by the growth in the number of students who have 
failed to master the basic skills for promotion or 
graduation. Grade retention and social promotion are major 
issues facing elementary education today and impact on the 
students psychologically and socially. The investigator 
feels it is necessary that special consideration be given to 
students with learning problems and that prescriptions for 
the remediation of their deficiencies be drafted and 
implemented for academic success. 
Those who continue to retain students do so despite 
cumulative evidence, showing that the potential for negative 
effects consistently out-weigh positive chance. Therefore, 
to ensure academic success, early intervention programs also 
have a positive impact on the retained and/or socially 
promoted students self-esteem, social and behavioral 
development and future academic success. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Neither grade retention nor social promotion, in 
general, are promising tools for addressing the academic 
problems of students who lag behind their peers in the 
elementary grades. Since these practices do not address the 
learning and or social difficulties failing children 
manifest (Goodlad, 1954; Otto, 1951), elementary school 
students are more likely to benefit from remediation 
programs that offer a balanced curriculum as a device for 
remedying basic skills deficiencies (Johnson, 1984). 
However, the emphasis on basic skills, while excluding other 
academic subjects, may have a negative impact on students 
who are retained or socially promoted (Jackson, 1975). 
The following review of selected literature provides a 
theoretical framework for an intervention program which 
seeks to reduce the negative impact of social promotion and 
grade retention on identified urban elementary students' 
future academic success. The intervention program includes 
a comprehensive staff development and parental training 
program as well as a tutorial program for identified 4th, 
5th, and 6th grade students. Four main bodies of literature 
constitute this review. The research on grade retention, 
and social promotion is examined along with research on 
parental training and staff development. 
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Grade Retention 
Grade retention as a common sense approach to 
maintaining academic standards has been proposed in many 
localities by influential business and political leaders 
(Johnson, 1984). These leaders contend that the 
alternative, social promotion, promoting unprepared students 
to the next grade along with their age mates in hopes that 
they will master later what they had not accomplished in the 
previous year, could be far more psychologically damaging 
than requiring students to work at material until they have 
mastered it (Elligett and Tocco, 1983). Grade retention, as 
an academic strategy, has a number of major flaws. For 
example, during the year of retention, students gains are 
inflated by three factors: 
1. Retained students are repeating the same course of 
instruction for a second time. (Miller, 1967) 
2. Retained students are retested at the end of the 
year on the same test. (Mann, 1984) 
3. Raw test scores are converted to percentile ranks 
and/or grade equivalents according to the norms of 
the grade the student just repeated. (Mann, 1984) 
If the retained students learned anything at all during 
the year of retention, test scores should improve. However, 
if the student's scores do not improve, the student risks 
yet another possible year of failure. 
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Numerous studies, Coffield (1954), Dobbs and Neville 
(1967), Koons (1968), Mendenhall (1933), Millert (1978), 
Ogilvie (1960), Skelton (1963), and Worth (1959), have 
analyzed the effects of retention on students who failed to 
achieve the required skills in reading, arithmetic, and 
language arts. These studies not only refuted the policy of 
retaining students in grade; but, prepared an alternative 
academic development strategy. These studies indicated that 
additional teacher preparation and early counseling for at- 
risk students was more effective than retention. 
Research on the effect of grade retention revealed that 
not only did grade retention not accomplish the intended 
result in academic mastery, it also produced a number of 
additional negative effects. 
Holmes and Matthews (1984) did an extensive study of 
the effects of retention on students academic achievement, 
personal adjustment, self-concept, and attitude toward 
school. The intended purpose for retention was to improve 
the academic achievement in the basic skills of those 
retained students. Holmes and Matthew's (1984) research did 
not support this practice and only indicated negative 
effects. They concluded that as a result of being retained, 
students seemed to fall behind their promoted counterparts 
in both academic and non-academic areas, and never managed 
to catch up with them again. Their research continued to 
show evidence that the potential for negative effects on 
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retention consistently outweighed positive outcomes of 
promotion; that the eventual academic outcomes for promoted 
students are far more positive than those for retained 
students (Holmes and Matthew, 1984). 
Stinson W. Stroup and Perry A. Zirkel (1983) reported 
that parents often challenge retention as well as promotion. 
Parents are more likely to challenge retention decisions 
because retention goes hand in hand with non-graduation. It 
is therefore viewed as detrimental to the child's progress. 
Parents also challenged decisions to promote or graduate 
their child without him/her having achieved the basic 
skills. They also found that the courts upheld school 
officials authority to make decisions about student grades 
and group placement. School officials retain the authority 
to establish standards for promotion and retention (Stroup 
and Zirkel, 1983). 
In a review of research on grade retention in 1987, 
Andrew Hahn reported studies showing that retained students 
score worse on achievement tests than those students who 
were promoted to the next grade. The alienation experienced 
by retained students caused them to have fewer friends and 
low opinions of themselves. These factors contributed to 
the continuing failure of retained students. 
The concern for the lack of academic efficacy is not 
new. Over eighty-five years ago, one line of empirical 
evidence presented by E. L. Thorndike and Leonard Ayres 
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(1908) described the deleterious effects of repeated 
retention based on the standards of achievement for each 
elementary grade level. In the early 1900s, approximately 
20 percent of the students in U.S. public schools failed and 
were retained each year. Many of these students dropped out 
of school in the fifth and sixth grade, having failed two or 
more times before dropping out. Then research revealed that 
less than ten percent of those retained, graduated from high 
school. 
With the standardization of the revised Stanford-Binet 
intelligence scales in the late 1920s and early 1930s, 
Sowards and Scobey's (1961) research showed a remarkable 
range of intellectual ability among normal children of a 
given age who were marked for retention. 
Henry J. Otto and Dwain M. Estes made their findings 
available to practitioners in the 1960 edition of the 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research. They concluded that: 
Repetition of grades has no special educational 
value for children; in fact, the educational gain 
of the majority of non-promoted students, 
subsequent to their retention is smaller than that 
of their matched age mates who were promoted. 
Similarly, the threat of failure has no 
appreciably positive effect on the educational 
gain of the threatened. . . 
A high rate of retention does not decrease the 
variability of student achievement, and thus does 
not free the teacher from the important task of 
adapting instruction to individual differences. 
Thomas C. Holmes and Kenneth M. Matthews (1984) 
reviewed fifty years of research in this same area and 
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subjected that data to meta-analysis. Meta-Analysis, as 
defined by Glass (1978) is based on the concept of effect 
size. The effect size was defined as the difference between 
the mean of the retained group and the mean of the promoted 
group, divided by the standard deviation of the promoted 
group. This procedure results in a measure of the 
difference between the two groups expressed in quantitative 
units which are addictive across studies. Their findings 
show that non-promoted students generally made less progress 
than comparable low-achieving students who were promoted. 
Holmes and Matthews (1984) concluded that: 
Those who continue to retain pupils at grade level 
do so despite cumulative research evidence showing 
that the potential for negative effects 
consistently outweighs positive outcomes. 
It is worth noting the highest rates of retention are among 
the children of the poor, particularly poor members of 
racial and ethnic minorities. 
Frederic J. Medway (1984) examined which students 
benefitted from retention and why. He estimated that 
between 7 and 12 percent of all students are held back in 
school at some point. His findings revealed that retention 
helped one out of three students in grades 1 through 5. 
Recent studies on the effects of retention summarized 
by Lorrie A. Shepard and Mary Lee Smith (1989) found little 
or no appreciable difference between current findings and 
those findings that were researched fifty or more years ago. 
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The facts remained the same. Retention was not only not 
helpful, it was harmful. 
In a survey of available research on the subject, Gregg 
B. Jackson (1975) concluded that there is no reliable body 
of evidence which indicates that grade retention is more 
beneficial than grade promotion for students with serious 
academic or adjustment difficulties. 
Since the first studies on retention were published in 
the early 1900s, several reviews of the research in this 
area have appeared (Medway, Cantrell, and Marus, 1983) which 
indicate that it has become a national controversy. 
Goodlad (1954), Otto (1951), and Josephine 919622) have 
summarized the accumulation of findings prior to the 1960s 
and determined that the main difficulty with retention as 
well as with social promotion is that these practices do not 
address the learning and/or social difficulties failing 
children manifest. Neither retention nor social promotion 
are effective educational interventions based on extensive 
research in these areas. 
Abidin, Golladay, and Howerton (1971) found retention 
to be a noxious policy because of its discrimination against 
the poor, those from broken homes, and those from minority 
groups. 
Hamachek (1972) noted correlations between early school 
failure experiences and dropping out of school. Hamachek 
also uncovered a relationship between early school failure 
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and its negative impact on subsequent school achievement and 
eventual mental health. 
The Chicago Panel on Public School Finances conducted a 
study in 1986 and found that students overage in grade were 
more likely to drop out of school than their normal-aged 
peers. The blow to student self-esteem because of school 
retention policies appeared to be so severe that they 
cancelled the positive effects of achieving good reading 
skills (Roger s. Glass, 1989). 
Jackson (1975) indicated that retaining students served 
no positive purposes and was not effective as a device to 
ensure greater mastery of elementary school subject matter. 
Sowards and Scobey (1961) found that children do not 
learn more by repeating a grade in elementary school. Their 
research indicated retained students often learn less; that 
is, they showed actual regression. 
Lieberman (1980) generated a decision-making model to 
determine possible retention factors that needed to be 
considered before retention decisions are made. Her model 
delineated the characteristics of the child, family and the 
school as shown in Table 1. 
In summary, researchers on grade retention, concluded 
that there is no body of evidence that indicated grade 
retention due to academic failure is more beneficial than 
social promotion. However, alternatives to be considered 
before retention are the decision-making model, an indepth 
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review of the ill effects grade retention has on elementary- 
students, parents, and society at large. 
Social Promotion 
A policy of social promotion within a school system 
appears symbolic of a general a lack of commitment to 
student achievement. Promoting students who have not 
mastered the materials for their grade level, can be 
perceived as a form of dishonesty. Lowering promotional 
standards are seen as both reflecting and encouraging the 
general decline of standards in American education (National 
Commission on Excellence, 1983). Low minimum achievement 
levels for promotion is assumed to foster low achievement 
expectation. Promoting students because of age rather than 
demonstrated achievement, ignores the significant 
differences in ability of other students who met promotional 
standards (Labaree, 1984). 
The Rise of Social Promotion 
A gradual move toward social promotion was made in the 
1900's. Educators argued that schooling should be 
structured around the learning needs and abilities of the 
great bulk of its students rather than the selection and 
development of the most able. Leonard Ayers (1908), an 
advocate of social promotion asserted that schools should 
not only adapt themselves to the academic abilities but also 
to the broader social needs of the average student. In 
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Table 1 
Lieberman's Decision-Making Model 
Child Family 
1. Physical disability 
2. Physical size 
3. Academic potential 
4. Psycho-social maturity 
5. Neurological maturity 
6. Self-concept 
7. Level of independence 
8. Grade placement 
9. Chronological age 
10. Previous retention 
11. Nature of problem 
12. Sex 
13. Chronic Absenteeism 
14. Basic skill competencies 
15. Peer Pressure 
16. Child's attitude toward 
retention 
1. Frequency of geo¬ 
graphic moves 
2. Foreign language 
spoken in the home 
3. Family attitude 
toward retention 
4. Siblings (number, 
attitude toward child 
etc.) 
5. Attitude, advice of 
the family 
physician 
School 
1. School attitudes toward retention 
2. Principal's attitudes 
3. Teachers' attitudes 
4. The availability of special education 
services 
5. The availability of other programmatic 
options 
Lieberman, Lawrence M., (1980) "A Decision-Making Model for 
In-Grade Retention (Non-Promotion). Journal of Learning 
Disabilities. 13 (5). pp. 40-44. 
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practice this meant a shift from a curriculum-centered 
school, with its exclusive focus on intellectual 
development, to a child-centered school, which included 
concern for the social and emotional development of the 
student. Ayers hammered away at the costliness of grade 
retention and sought to foster the practice of social 
promotion in the public school (Ayers, 1908). 
Social Promotion is blamed for much of the deficiency 
in achievement for a number of reasons. Critics contend 
that lowering the "floor" for achievement at a particular 
grade level leads to a lowering of the "ceiling" (Ebel, 
1980). Promoting students who have not mastered the 
material for their grade level is perceived as a form of 
"academic dishonesty." Schools are accused of rewarding 
students for lack of accomplishment which instills in them 
an inflated sense of their own capabilities and teaches them 
that one can indeed get something for nothing. (Ebel, 1980) 
Rigorous promotional standards are regarded as a 
positive device for motivating students, parents, and 
teachers into a sustained effort toward higher levels of 
achievement instead of social promotion (Newsweek 9 May 
1983). Promoting students according to age rather than 
demonstrated achievement, ignores the significant 
differences in ability and application which mark students 
within a particular age group. Social promotion sees 
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students as broadly similar in learning capacity and thus 
seeks to deal with them collectively (Ebel, 1980). 
Social Promotion is seen as a prime example of a more 
general problem within the schools, pandering of students. 
Critics charge that by social promoting the unqualified, 
schools are adjusting their curriculum and instruction to 
the needs and wishes of the student when, in fact, students 
should be adapting to school standards (National Commission 
on Excellence pp. 18-21). Students who receive inconsistent 
feedback regarding the quality of their work, and are 
promoted, will fail to see the relationship between progress 
and reward (School Psychology Review, 1985 Vol. 14, No. 1). 
A research study of Koons (1977), revealed that 
"regularly promoted low achieving students score higher on 
achievement tests than do similar low achieving retained 
students after they spend an additional year in grade." 
This finding provided administrators and teachers with the 
empirical evidence required when developing retention 
policies or making social promotion decisions. 
Robert L. Ebel (1980) stated that the failure of 
schools without failure (passing students on regardless of 
achievement) may be closely related to social promotion and 
retention. Failure used in relation to student progress 
usually means lack of success in achieving the requirements 
to be promoted to the next grade. Policies were adopted in 
some schools that eliminated failure. Students were 
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automatically promoted to the next grade regardless of their 
achievement in learning. This well-intended attempt to 
develop schools without failure has had the unintended side 
effect of increasing tolerance for and the incidence of lack 
of progress in learning. 
Tom Friend reported in The Washington Post (July, 1989) 
that Dexter Manley, a Redskins' defensive end, is learning 
to read. Dexter's case is a very good example of social 
promotion. He was promoted from grade school through 
college without being able to read. Dexter had a learning 
disability that kept him reading at first grade level and he 
was too hung up on football to do anything about it. He did 
little about his borderline illiteracy until reality jolted 
him in the fall of 1985 when he realized he needed to read 
if he ever wanted a job after football. 
The effect of social promotion on equity in educational 
opportunity with regard to ability-group assignments, 
promotion and retention was not as positive for Black 
students as the experience of white students. In their book 
The End of A Common Sense Approach To Basics. Judith N. 
Cates and Philip Ash (1983) describe a program, ''Promotion 
By Achievement”, instituted in the Greensville County, 
Virginia Schools. In Greensville County, promotion or 
retention was determined by grades, teachers' evaluations, 
and standardized test results. This approach won national 
attention during the 1973-74 school year. 
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Despite the national approval and attention, local 
Black parents felt that the approach discriminated against 
Black students. Based partly on test scores. Black pupils 
were locked into the "low" track. Black pupils were 
disproportionately retained or "half-promoted." Half- 
promoted pupils are those pupils who mastered only one-half 
of the required skills that would qualify him/her for 
promotion to the next highest grade. Half-promoted pupils 
found it difficult to catch up to the level of their 
classmates. A suit alleging discrimination based on the 
disproportionate placement of Black students in the "low 
ability groups" was settled by student reassignment to 
achieve integration in the student body and in individual 
classes. 
Self-Esteem and Self-Concept 
The negative impact of social promotion and grade 
retention can cause students to have poor self-esteem 
(Finlayson, 1977). Parents and educators invariably note 
poor self-esteem as a central characteristic of social 
promoted and retained students. These students will do 
their work only if the teacher is standing or sitting very 
close to them. Their poor self-esteem is also expressed by 
not completing assignments, difficulty in expressing their 
feelings and opinions, and wishing they could "disappear" 
from the classroom. Students with poor self-esteem are 
preoccupied with feelings of self-doubt (Finlayson, 1977) . 
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It is possible that parents contribute to a lowered 
sense of self-esteem by reminding their retained children of 
their frequent failures to do well. It is also possible 
that many of these children feel they are not successful in 
their relationship with their parents or the school (Burns, 
1992). 
The National Association of School Psychologists 
(September 1989) claim holding children back to repeat a 
grade is a costly and largely ineffective way to deal with 
academic failure. Students who have been held back are more 
likely to suffer from low self-esteem, have negative 
attitudes toward school, drop out of school and show lower 
achievement than students who were not kept back. They 
suggested more emphasis on alternatives such as cooperative 
learning, individualized programs, and parent training/ 
involvement. It was also suggested that school 
psychologists be included in decisions about retention of 
individual student to help avoid the negative effects on 
student self-esteem (NASP, 1989). 
Lieberman (1980) proposed a series of questions to 
analyze the potential effect of a decision for retention or 
social promotion. This involves the students values and 
judgements of his own goodness, badness and the potential 
effect of retention or social promotion in whether the child 
internalized a conception of self as a failure. Other 
considerations include: 1) If a student has ^ good self- 
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esteem, will retention debilitate him and give him a long- 
lasting poor self-esteem? 2) If a student has poor self¬ 
esteem, will retention debilitate him further to the point 
of consigning him to a school career filled with misery? 3) 
If a student has a poor self-esteem, is it the result of 
poor achievement, and achievement, which in turn, effects 
his self-esteem? (L.M. Lieberman, 1980). 
A number of additional researchers have examined the 
negative impact of social promotion and/or grade retention 
on student self-esteem. Frank R. Dufay (1986) stated that 
the threat of non-promotion does not cause threatened 
children to achieve more than those who are not threatened. 
The threat of non-promotion can cause poor self-esteem in 
students. The failing child is more likely to quit school, 
to be in difficulty with school authorities, and to be 
antagonistic. According to Richard I. Miller (1967), 
research studies show that children do not perform any 
better the second year in the same grade than they did the 
first year, a finding he attributes to poor self-esteem. 
Goodlad and Anderson (1963) concluded that grade 
failure itself is more devastating to the child's adjustment 
than are his difficulties with the work at hand. slow 
learners will have enough problems in school without adding 
the shame and humiliation of non-promotion. 
Finlayson, Koons and Irymier, (1977) present a 
considerable body of psychological evidence showing that 
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failure is a deterrent to the development of a sound self¬ 
concept/self-esteem. Caswell and Foshay (1957) analyzed the 
evidence carefully and concluded that non-promotion often 
results in emotional depression and discouragement in the 
pupil's ability and ultimately in his expectation of further 
failure. 
Benjamin Fine (1967) describes underachievers as those 
who have been retained in grade more than once. They are 
frequently absent from school and dislike their teachers and 
their studies. They are poor readers and do not read for 
pleasure. They are likely to be a source of disturbance in 
a social group, although they are strongly swayed by what 
the crowd does. Their classroom behavior is often 
undesirable, if not actually disruptive. 
It becomes apparent that being retained another year in 
the same grade is not conducive to the underachiever's self¬ 
esteem nor to the development of his/her feelings of 
satisfaction and well-being. Being promoted, more than 
likely would offer greater hope for the future, build up 
good self-esteem, develop a positive sense of personal 
worth, improve academic standing and desire to continue 
their schooling. 
Studies examining the relationship between self-concept 
and retention on self-esteem have often been retrospective. 
Non-promoted students in the upper elementary grades are 
compared with students who have never experienced non- 
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promotion. The two sets were matched on achievement, 
ability, gender and other variables thought to be important 
in the development of a students self-concept. A "one-shot” 
self-concept assessment is administered and the data are 
compared. Utilizing this type of research design is 
questionable as to whether a poor self-concept contributes 
to school failure or whether school failure contributes to a 
poor self-concept (Finlayson, 1977). Parents feel that the 
fact of non-promotion does effect the way their youngster 
feel about himself. 
Non-promotion tends to produce discipline problem, is a 
negative influence on the child's self-concept, and serves 
as a potential danger for fostering personal maladjustment 
(Norton, 1983). 
In summary, research findings overwhelmingly indicate 
that grade retention, social promotion and overage in-grade 
does have an impact on identified students self-esteem and 
academic success. Labeling students as low achievers, 
retainee's, too "old" for his/her assigned grade, last and 
worst, "dumb", is definitely damaging to a student's self¬ 
esteem and academic success. 
Social Emotional Effects 
Early grade retention can have negative effects on 
later academic performance (Sandin, 1944; Sabatino & Hayden, 
1970). Funk (1969) found that children with poor self- 
images were devastated emotionally by retention. In a 
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comprehensive study of the effects of retention, Goodlad, 
(1954) drew similar conclusions. 
In addition to developing a poor self-image, there is a 
danger of a negative self-fulfilling prophecy on the part of 
the child's peers, teachers, principals, and perhaps 
parents. For the retained child, school becomes a negative 
place where he/she may be viewed as inferior (Anfinson, 
1941). Studies have shown that there is a greater incidence 
of troublesome behavior among children who have been 
retained or social promoted (McElvee, 1936; Sandin, 1944). 
Studies by Goodlad, (1954) and Sandin (1944) also support 
the findings that non-promoted students do not benefit in 
the areas of social and personal adjustment. Sowards and 
Scobey's study of 1961 revealed that retained children did 
not really "feel good" toward themselves and found it 
difficult to "feel good" toward others. They too stated 
that failure does not seem to inspire future success in any 
general way nor does it help one to develop a realistic 
sense of one's potentialities and limitations. Rather, 
discouragement, and unreal level of aspiration and a 
tendency, toward aggression are more likely to follow. 
Thompson (1980) concluded that retention does not insure 
greater achievement and often result in damage to personal 
adjustment. 
Retention is a major intervention in a child's life 
that removes the child from the peer group. The stress and 
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disappointment associated with failure, the monetary cost of 
another year of school, and the extra year of schooling in 
the child's life are substantial costs. In addition, his 
personal adjustment and/or social adjustment are interacting 
and affecting each other which is not beneficial to the 
child. (Nikalson, 1984) 
Personal Adjustment 
Retention is only effective as a motivating device for 
students to the extent that they find it distasteful. 
Reasons for such distaste include the unhappiness at being 
separated from classmates and the shame at being labeled 
slow. 
A child in danger of failing is likely to have an 
effect on most parents, especially when the parent 
interprets the failure problem as disciplinary and maybe 
likely to punish the student. 
In the cases of retention for purposes of personal or 
social adjustment, the alleged benefits generally outweighs 
the possible harm caused by the stigma of having "flunked" a 
grade and the disruption of the child's friendships caused 
by separation from his/her classmates (Jackson, 1975). 
Parental Involvement and Training 
When parents are involved in their children's school, 
children not only do better in school but they want to go to 
school more consistently. Both families and schools want 
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the best for children, they want to help them learn, grow, 
and develop into educated, responsible and caring adults. 
Positive parent involvement plays a great role in 
determining whether children do well in school. Studies 
have shown that parent involvement can be an integral and 
deliberate part of an intensive school improvement process 
(Henderson, Marbuger and Oem, 1989). 
Research studies addressed the importance of two kinds 
of parental involvement in education. The first concerns 
parental involvement in organizing school activities such as 
Parent Teacher Association, Education Committees, 
Restructuring Task Forces and other school committees. This 
kind of involvement can be positive or it can exacerbate 
existing tensions and conflicts. It is a form of 
involvement in the political life of the school. The second 
kind of parental involvement concerns educational activities 
parents engage in at home. It includes such activities as 
encouraging children to read and reading to them; monitoring 
homework assignments; setting reasonable limits on watching 
television; making sure children go to school each day; 
getting children to school on time; and telling children of 
the importance of school (Shanker, 1983). 
Parents who aren't able to come to school should stay 
in touch with the school not just to hear or tell about 
behavior problems, but to share the successes as well. 
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Parental involvement pays off in higher student achievements 
(Jerniza, 1989). 
Priority should be given by schools to develop ways to 
involve parents directly in the education of their children. 
Parent participation in school, styles of parenting and 
family decision-making are often predictors of how well 
students will achieve (Wattenburg, 1992). 
Parent involvement has been shown to motivate children 
to learn. The more parents participate, the more it 
encourages children to learn; also, the more parents put 
into it, the more children get out of it. Parental 
involvement shows up in children's interest in learning and 
the pride they take in their work. Regardless of the form 
it takes, whether monitoring homework, encouraging good 
study habits, accompanying a class on field trips, lobbying 
for full funding of school programs, helping to formulate 
school policy, parent involvement is essential to improving 
student achievement and school culture. Children whose 
parents are involved in their schooling score higher than 
children of similar aptitude and family background whose 
parents are not involved. Further, schools where children 
are failing improve dramatically when parents are called in 
to help. Parents who get involved in their children's 
education become more supportive of schools and teachers are 
more willing to work on their behalf. Studies have shown 
that parents are vital to a school's success. 
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There are many things parents can do to help their 
children be successful in school. Some require training and 
some do not, depending on the parents. Studies have shown 
that parents are the key to their children's education and 
there is o part of the educational strategy in which they do 
not have an important role. 
Parent Training 
Many parents need to be taught what to do when working 
with his/her students not only at school but at home as 
well (Thomas, 1993). Therefore, the Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) and other 
organizations launched new programs that help parents help 
their children. Activities include assisting parents with 
problem-solving regarding varied aspects of elementary 
education; providing parents with resources and information 
regarding available community services, parenting and 
educational or legal issues; developing cooperative 
relationships with advocacy groups and community agencies to 
exchange information and to provide educational support to 
parents; designing and presenting workshops which support 
and promote parent-professional partnerships; and providing 
training to encourage parents and professionals to work 
together to increase student success and to improve the 
school experience for all children. 
The training is provided because the Association felt 
that family environments are vital to children's achievement 
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and attitudes. When teachers involve parents in learning 
activities, they help parents shape an environment conducive 
to learning. 
Children need to know that both the school and parents 
are concerned with their progress and success. They deserve 
the strength and support that this united effort can provide 
them. 
Every effort should be made to maintain a supportive 
and informative communication between parents and school 
staff. To be effective, this communication must flow freely 
in all directions. 
Figure 1 
Communication Flow 
Research of the last two decades has shown that efforts 
of schools which do not involve parents, do not result in 
improved achievement for students (Home and School 
Institute, 1981). 
Sharon Darling (1982), president of the National Center 
for Family Literacy in Louisville, Kentucky saw getting 
parents and children into school to learn together as a 
major breakthrough. Therefore, she asked them to 
participate in the Parent and Child Together (PACT) Program 
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which would allow them to come back to school and finish 
their education. 
Parents participated daily in their child's education 
by learning how to better help their children. Darling 
(1982) found that ninety percent (90%) of the adults who 
finished the program, children performed one hundred percent 
(100%) better in school. They now had a resource they never 
had before—a parent who could help inspire them with their 
own achievements and assist them with their homework. 
Darling and her colleagues reasoned that if you could get 
parents to come back to school, you could make them 
comfortable with school. In turn, they could teach their 
children to learn. 
Another training program was the Parent Effectiveness 
Training (P.E.T.) which provided effective conflict 
management methods that encouraged children to accept 
responsibilities for solving their own problems. The no- 
lose method of resolving conflict, helped parents to learn 
how to use the techniques of active listening. In parent 
effectiveness training, not only were parents taught how to 
listen to children, but how to talk to them. Most of all, 
it taught them how to modify unacceptable behavior (Gordon, 
1970). 
Staff Development 
Referred to as a systematically planned, comprehensive 
set of ongoing professional growth activities carried out 
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over time to achieve specific school objectives, staff 
development offers one of the most promising roads to the 
improvement of instruction (ASCD, 1981). Research by Brophy 
(1983) and Rosenshine (1983) has also uncovered strong links 
between effective staff development and desirable student 
outcomes. Activities which are varied and directed at 
individual needs are most effective to the academic success 
and social development of participating students (Loucks and 
Ziyarmi, 1981). 
Staff development activities targeted for at-risk 
students in an intervention program should be varied and 
directed at approaches found to enhance student learning 
(Slavin, 1980) and skills found to relate positively to 
student attitude and self-esteem (Aspy and Roebuck, 1982). 
The 1981 Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development (ASCD) Yearbook, Staff Development/Organization 
Development, defines staff development as a process that 
fosters personal and professional growth for individuals 
within a respectful, supportive, positive organizational 
climate. The ultimate goal of the staff development process 
is better learning for students and continuous, responsible 
staff-renewal for educators and schools (Dillon-Peterson, 
1981) . 
Studies of teacher effectiveness identified specific 
classroom management practices, instructional techniques, 
and expectations that appeared to help students raise their 
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reading and math test scores (Brophy, 1982). Teachers who 
managed their classes to maintain a smooth, business-like 
environment; who taught actively with full student 
participation; and who held the expectation that students 
can and will learn, tend to have students who achieved more 
(Slavin, 1980). Teachers' level of interpersonal 
communication skills were also found to relate positively to 
student attitudes and learning (Aspy and Roebuck, 1982). 
Most staff development activities tend to focus on the 
needs and competencies of the instructional personnel, 
administrators, supervisors, teachers and support persons. 
They include such items as more effective leadership 
procedures, improved planning or management approaches, 
instructional skills related to particular content and 
program areas, diagnostic and interpretive procedures, 
utilization or production of media and materials, content 
acquisition and curricular application (Bishop, 1976). 
Little's (1981) study of the effects of staff 
development concentrated on the prevailing climate and types 
of interaction in the school context. In schools where 
staff development had the greatest influence on teaching, 
teachers shared their ideas about instruction and tried out 
new techniques in their classroom with positive results. As 
teachers tried out new practices, they adopted and modified 
them to fit their unique situations that enhanced students 
learning. 
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The staff development model proposed by Stallings 
(1982) was based on the notion of mastery learning. It 
included the following steps: 1) pretest (diagnosis), 2) 
inform and discuss, 30 guided practice, 4) feedback, and 5) 
post-test. The work of Joyce and Showers (1980, 1981, 1982) 
brought to light the importance of carefully selecting the 
training activities used during staff development programs. 
They suggested that four training components 1) presentation 
of material, 2) demonstration of skills, 3) practice, and 4) 
feedback were necessary for teachers to acquire facility in 
a new model of teaching. As a fifth component—coaching- 
transfer of the new skills to everyday practice all of which 
focused on academic growth for the student. 
Staff development and program improvement activities 
are intended to build staff competencies and to enhance the 
learning process and environment. Success is measured to 
the degree that staff morale and competencies are enhanced. 
(Brophy and Good, 1974; Showers, 1983; Joyce and Showers, 
1981). If administrators, teachers, parents, etcetera do 
not achieve their needed learning, it will be impossible for 
the students to do so. 
Loucks-Horsely (1987) identified the following 
characteristics as key contributors to successful staff 
development programs: 
1. Collegiality and collaboration. 
2. Experimentation and risk-taking. 
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3. Incorporation of available knowledge bases. 
4. Appropriate participant involvement in goal 
setting, planning, evaluation and other 
decision-making. 
5. Leadership and sustained administrative support. 
6. Appropriate incentives and rewards. 
7. Time to work on staff development and to 
assimilate new learning. 
8. Instructional designs build on principles of 
adult learning and the change process. 
9. Support for individual as well as school and 
district goals. 
10. Formal placement of the program within the 
philosophy and organizational structure of the 
school and district. 
Summary 
Research has been quite consistent in its findings that 
neither social promotion nor retention is an aid to student 
achievement or to personal development. Much of the 
reviewed literature on social promotion and grade retention 
in the elementary grades suggested that the possibility of 
noxious consequences are far less likely with promotion. 
The research indicated that a retained student was usually 
in the same relative academic standing in the new class as 
he/she was in the class with age peers. 
i 
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Despite extensive research, there is no reliable body 
of evidence to indicate that grade retention is more 
beneficial than grade promotion for students with serious 
academic or adjustment difficulties. Instead, alternative 
teaching environments and methods provide more successful 
learning opportunities for children in these situations. 
As Gordon (1980) indicated in his book Parent 
Effectiveness Training, there should be a degree of parental 
power in all parent/child relationships in order that each 
one's role is clearly understood. This kind of parent 
effectiveness training would be more than welcome in the 
school and classrooms as well. 
In staff development, the emphasis is on attitude, 
competencies, and knowledge that enhance learning, program 
effectiveness, and professional adequacy. Staff development 
and in-service education bear the brunt for continuity, in 
program quality, for responsiveness to educational needs, 
for the initiation of programs for change, and for the 
opportunity for individuals to engage in self-examination 
and renewal. 
Just as some methods work best with some students and 
not others, staff development programs may need to be 
adopted to fit various teachers' characteristics and 
attitudes (McKibbins and Joyce, 1980). 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
This chapter will describe the design of this study. 
It will include a description of the purpose of the study, 
procedures for data collection and analysis, study 
population, study setting, and the description of the 
implementation of the program. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study is to examine the 
effectiveness of an intervention program designed to reduce 
grade retention and social promotion among a selected group 
of students in an urban elementary school. 
Study Questions 
The questions this study sought to address includes: 
1. What is the impact of an intervention program on 
students who have been retained or socially promoted? 
2. What is the effect of an intervention program on 
the achievement scores of students who have been retained or 
socially promoted? 
3. What is the effect of parental involvement in an 
intervention program designed specifically for retained 
students or socially promoted students? 
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4. What effect does staff development have on an 
intervention program that is designed specifically for 
retained students or socially promoted students? 
Intervention Design 
This intervention program was designed to develop 
skills for academic improvement in reading to a group of 
4th, 5th and 6th grade students in an urban elementary 
school who were retained or social promoted. Based on the 
review of selected literature opposing grade retention and 
social promotion, the Webb Reading Improvement Program was 
designed to test the effectiveness of an intervention 
program in enhancing the academic achievement and self¬ 
esteem of students who were retained and/or socially 
promoted. A staff development component was also designed 
to develop skills in the area of reading. Improvement 
strategies were delivered to a group of volunteer teachers 
and parents. Pre- and post- program questionnaires were 
administered to participants. Interviews with participants 
also provided data for this study. An analysis of 
participants responses to the pre- and post- questionnaire, 
and from data gathered from the interviews determined 
changes in students self-concept, self-esteem, behavior and 
attitude toward school (Appendix A) . 
Study Setting 
The site for this study was Ruth K. Webb Elementary 
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School, 375 Mt. Olivet Road North East, Washington, D.C. 
(Ivy City) Region C. The school is located in a 
predominantly Black neighborhood with low rent housing, 
mostly welfare recipients having 85 percent (85%) - 90 
percent (90%) of the students on free lunch. 
The number of students enrolled at Ruth K. Webb 
Elementary School was 504. The number of students with a 
perceptible variance between age and instructional level in 
grades 4th, 5th, and 6th was 67, or 13.3 percent (13.3%). 
The racial composition of the Ivy city population has 
remained the same as reported in the 1990 census: Blacks 
comprising 98.7 percent (98.7%) of the population; Whites at 
1 percent (.01%), and persons of Spanish origins at one plus 
percent (1.2%). However, there are no Hispanics enrolled at 
Webb. 
A comparison of the 1990 census data for Ivy City with 
the rest of the District of Columbia indicates a general 
level of deprivation in the Ivy City community. For 
example, the mean household income for Ivy City household 
was $9,263, which is 41.9 percent lower than the mean 
households that received some type of public assistance or 
social security compared with 32 percent of city households; 
and 38.9 percent of Ivy City families were below the poverty 
level, compared with 15.1 percent for the city. This 
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situation appears to be worsening due to the continued 
deterioration of housing and other socioeconomic factors 
such as unemployment, drug abuse, and lack of adequate 
social and community services. 
Other areas of concern to Ivy City residents are public 
safety, teenage pregnancy, the widespread trafficking of 
drugs, crime and abandoned cars in the neighborhood. Too 
many students do not have basic skills in reading, writing, 
and arithmetic to adequately perform tasks required for 
success in academic studies and/or the job market. 
Study Population/Subjects 
The subjects of this study were sixty-seven 4th, 5th, 
and 6th grade students who were retained in grade more than 
once, overage in grade, or socially promoted to the next 
higher grade without mastering the required skills for 
his/her correct grade placement. All students came from the 
Ruth K. Webb Elementary school in Washington, D.C. 
Volunteers for staffing Webb's Reading Improvement 
Program were as follows: 
6 academic teachers 
1 counselor 
1 psychologist 
2 educational aides 
15 parents 
1 librarian 
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All of the above faculty personnel were female, tenured 
with 10 or more years, Black and experienced in working with 
slow learners with a degree of dedication, caring, sharing 
and concern. The participating staff taught reading skills 
ranging from grades 1 through grade six. 
Data Collection and Analysis Instruments 
and Procedures 
The principle instruments/methods for gathering data 
were test scores (Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills 
(CTBS), Prescriptive Reading Test (PRT), Criterion 
Referenced Test (CRT), Automated Instructional Management 
System (AIMS), interviews of present and past teachers, 
parents questionnaire, administrators and report cards as it 
relates to students' attendance, citizenship, instructional 
level and advisory grades. The Student Progress Plan, a 
skill mastery plan which gave data in reading, emphasized 
reading complexity, reading comprehension, teacher feedback, 
teacher background data, classroom observation, student 
performance and attendance data. The Automated 
Instructional Management System provided diagnostic 
prescriptive information which assisted teachers in 
determining instructional needs of students. The 
Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills measured the students 
reading level and indicated areas that needed reinforcement 
and where he might be given instruction. The Criterion 
Referenced Test and Competency-Base Curriculum Test were all 
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diagnostic placement tests to measure a student's ability to 
master the behavioral objectives defined in the district 
reading curriculum. The tests are administered and an 
interpretive report for each student is provided in order to 
ascertain proper instructional placement for each child 
(Appendix B). 
Both formative and summative procedures were utilized 
for the purpose of collecting and analyzing data. Formative 
evaluation was conducted through weekly conference with 
parents and teachers. Collaboration with both groups were 
also used for additional information or in some instances, 
clarification. Summative evaluation was obtained through 
the use of questionnaire, feedback forms and individual oral 
interviews. 
Description of the Implementation of the Program 
The Webb Reading Improvement Program was designed to 
develop skills for academic improvement to sixty-seven 4th, 
5th and 6th grade students in an urban elementary school. 
With the services of the volunteer staff, it was hoped that 
these at risk students (overage in grade, retainees and 
socially promoted) would achieve commensurate to his/her 
age. The following steps provided the impetus for the 
following through with the Webb Reading Improvement Program. 
Step 1 - The investigator presented the program to the 
principal who in turn presented it to the faculty. It was 
also presented to parents with whom it was well- 
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received. Volunteers (administrators, teachers, educational 
aides, and parents) enthusiastically signed up for the 
program which was an After School Reading Improvement 
program. 
The class was ungraded with students grouped according 
to identified levels of reading skills. A continued program 
of assessment and evaluation was implemented in order to 
determine the instructional placement of students as they 
progressed. 
Step 2 - Parents were notified of a scheduled 
conference to inform them of the need for remedial help, the 
program format, and his/her involvement in the program. 
Parental consent was obtained during the conference and 
other necessary forms (home, health, emergencies, etc.) were 
signed. Pertinent information, oral and written, was also 
provided (Appendix C). 
Further attention was given to collaborating with 
parents and school personnel, nurturing a positive learning 
environment; researching new ideas and approaches; planning, 
communicating, assessing, and establishing a partnership 
with outsiders to provide effective teaching and learning 
experience in order to promote academic growth. 
Implementation of the Webb Reading Improvement Program 
led to the creation of more dynamic teaching approaches with 
more actively involved learners. The most constructive 
reading material used in this reading improvement program 
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was "The Mini Page" from The Washington Post (see Appendix 
D). This weekly insert was especially printed for children 
and focused on a variety of current, high-interest topics. 
It became a source of reading of current events as well as 
historical and scientific topics. 
Step 3 - Diagnostic tests were administered to 
ascertain the correct instructional grade placement for 
these retained, socially promoted, and overage in grade 
students in grades 4th, 5th, and 6th at Webb. 
Step 4 - Innovative strategies (programs of competence 
based instruction, individualized instruction, allowing 
students to work according to his/her mode of learning at 
whatever rate) were developed to help motivate change in 
these students' patterns of failure, to patterns of success. 
Interactive, programmed instructional materials and 
activities were assigned to students in order for them to 
work at their own pace through a series of sequential 
exercises geared to each student's need. 
A schedule was designed for Webb's After School Reading 
Improvement Program to allow parents and teachers to plan 
and evaluate students academic progress. Students were 
placed at his/her instructional level based on the results 
of diagnostic testing. 1) Teachers will ascertain whether 
or not instructional procedures or materials are 
effective, 2) discover the adequacy of various learning 
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Table 2 
Schedule for Webb After School Reading 
Improvement Program 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Evaluating 
& Planning 
with 
Parents 
Reading with Students 
Evaluating 
& Planning 
with 
Parents 
3:15-4:15 3:15-4:15 3:15-4:15 
styles in regard to individual students, and 3) identify the 
areas of weakness in students so that one-on-one instruction 
was given to improve academic success. 
Assumptions of the Program 
The study design was based upon the following 
assumptions of the program. 
1. Retained students make no more academic progress 
than their promoted matched peers and frequently 
show decrements in their academic progress 
following retention. 
2. Retained students are stigmatized because they are 
older and larger than other children in the 
classroom, leading to poor social adjustment. 
3. Retention lowers motivations and self-esteem. It 
leads to frustration, apathy, unhappiness, and 
discipline problems (Carstens, 1985). 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
Introduction 
This chapter will present, describe and analyze the 
data collected for this study. The purpose of this study 
was to test the effectiveness of an intervention program to 
reduce grade retention and social promotion. The study 
population consisted of 4th, 5th and 6th grade students in 
an urban public school setting located in Washington, D.C. 
The data collected for this study is from participants in 
the urban school where this program took place. 
Data for this study were collected from the following 
sources; 1) test scores, 2) interview of present and past 
teachers, parents and administrators and 3) Lieberman (1980) 
and Light (1984) Decision Making Model for Retention. 
Procedures used for the purpose of collecting and analyzing 
data for the study were both formative and summative. 
The schedule for Webb's After School Reading 
Improvement Program showed Monday and Friday as Evaluation 
and Planning with Parents from 3:15 - 4:15. During the 
evaluation and planning period on Mondays, teachers and 
parents collaborated on various application of new 
strategies, techniques, materials and resources for skills 
being taught for the ensuing days (Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday) of that week. Teachers helped or showed parents 
how to help students master skills with much emphasis placed 
on hands-on activities, group discussions, role playing, 
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on hands-on activities, group discussions, role playing, 
modeling, and experimental learning. As a result of these 
sessions, there was more time available for teacher-directed 
instruction. Students made greater gains in reading when 
teachers were efficient in making assignments and allocating 
the materials needed for a particular project or skill as 
demonstrated by weekly evaluation of students academic 
progress and tests results. Step by step instruction, 
assessment, and skills group placement was continuously 
provided throughout Webb's Reading Improvement Program to 
assure mastery. It was felt that planned programming would 
allow each student to gain personal satisfaction in 
learning. 
During the evaluation and planning period on Fridays 
(see Table 2, page 52, Chapter III, Schedule for Webb's 
After School Reading Improvement Program), teachers and 
parents evaluated the material covered during that week. 
Data were presented and discussed on students the teachers 
assessed as Did Achieve, Did Not Achieve, or Needed More 
Time on some of the skills taught. Table 3 reflects the 
result of the first weekly collaboration sessions. 
Data on the first weekly evaluation of student 
progress, as shown in Table 3, revealed that of the 67 
retained or social promoted students, results were as 
follows: Sixteen participating students did not achieve the 
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Table 3 
First Weekly Evaluation of Students Progress 
Number of 
Students 
Reading 
Skills 
Did 
Achieve 
Did Not 
Achieve 
Need More 
Time 
67 Word 
Perception 
25 16 26 
67 Comprehension 40 18 9 
67 Study Skills 47 10 10 
required skills under the heading word perception; twenty- 
six of the participating students needed more time and 
twenty-four participating students achieved the required 
skills. Under comprehension forty participating students 
achieved the required skills; eighteen participating 
students did not achieve the required skills and nine 
participating students needed more time. The study skills 
category revealed forty-seven identified students achieving; 
ten identified students not achieving and ten identified 
students needing more time or required skills. 
Step-by-step instruction, assessment, and skill groups 
placement was a necessity throughout Webb's Reading 
Improvement Program to assure mastery in an "intensive care" 
instruction kind of way. Students who did not achieve or 
needed more time on some of the specific skills that were 
taught, wee regrouped or given one—on—one instruction. More 
flexibility, more opportunities and more strategies for 
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personalizing and individualizing instruction were provided. 
The students who did achieve the given skills moved on at 
their own rate and at times were able to work with some of 
the students who did not achieve. 
Table 4 reflects the results of the middle of the 
program sessions Evaluation of Students Progress. 
Table 4 
Mid Session Evaluation of Students Progress 
Number of 
Students Reading Skills 
Did 
Achieve 
Did Not 
Achieve 
Need 
More 
Time 
67 Word Perception 35 20 12 
67 Comprehension 51 12 4 
67 Study Skills 55 7 5 
Data on the mid sessions evaluation of students 
progress as shown in Table 4, revealed that of the sixty- 
seven retained or social promoted students; thirty-five 
participating students achieved the required skills and 
twelve participating students needing more time. 
The comprehension category revealed fifty-one 
participating students did achieve, twelve did not achieve 
and 4 participating students needed more time. Under study 
skills, fifty-five participating students achieved, seven 
did not achieve and five participating students needing more 
time. 
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Table 5 reflects the results of the final weekly 
collaboration sessions. 
Table 5 
Final Weekly Evaluation of Students Progress 
Number of 
Students Reading Skills 
Did 
Achieve 
Did Not 
Achieve 
Need 
More 
Time 
67 Word Perception 67 — — 
67 Comprehension 67 — — 
67 Study Skills 67 — — 
Data from the final weekly collaboration program 
session with parents teachers and administrators, shown in 
Table 5, revealed that the 67 participating identified 
students enrolled in the Webb After School Reading 
Improvement Program did achieve success in the reading 
skills taught. 
Interviews 
Interviews with present and former teachers, and 
administrators for the purpose of obtaining data were both 
formal and informal. Former teachers gave data related to 
the child's previous academic achievement and test results 
taken from the Automated Instructional Management System 
Test (AIMS) which provided diagnostic prescriptive 
information that assisted teachers in determining the 
instructional needs of students. Information was also 
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obtained which enabled us to make comparison not only 
academically but socially as well. 
Table 6 data reveals that sixty-seven (4ATR, 5ATR, and 
6ATR) students Pre-Data results (AIMS Test) in four critical 
areas, (Reading Comprehension, Reading Vocabulary, Paragraph 
Reading and Total Reading) were below their assigned grade 
levels. Present teachers assessed all of these 67 students 
and grouped them in their instructional grade levels based 
on his/her assessment results "Intensive Care" instruction. 
The students Post-Data results - (CTBS - Test) was 
given to the students and the following data reveals the 
students progress at the end of Webb's Reading Improvement 
Program. 
The data in Table 7 reveals that students in grades 
4ATR, 5ATR, and 6ATR made positive gains in all four 
critical areas. Deficiencies in reading were not identified 
for any student at the end of this program. 
Table 8 data reveals factors reviewed by former 
teachers of program participating students taken from 
Lieberman's (1980) Decision Making Model which he felt 
should be taken under consideration before a student is 
retained in grade. Seventeen of Lieberman's factors were 
viewed which providing a profile of the participating 
students at the beginning of the program. Ninety-five 
percent negative results were indicative of students poor 
academic progress. 
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Table 6 
Students Pre-Data Results - (AIMS Test) 
Grade 
No. of 
Students 
Reading 
Comprehension 
Reading 
Vocabulary 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
4ATR 20 20 20 
5ATR 21 21 21 
6ATR 26 26 26 
Total 67 
Grade 
No. of 
Students 
Paragraph 
Reading 
Total 
Reading 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
4ATR 20 20 20 
5ATR 21 21 21 
6ATR 26 26 26 
Total 67 67 
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Table 7 
Students Post-Data Results - (CTBS Test) 
Grade 
No. of 
Students 
Reading 
Comprehension 
Reading 
Vocabulary 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
4ATR 20 20 20 
5ATR 21 21 21 
6ATR 26 26 26 
Total 67 
Grade 
No. of 
Students 
Paragraph 
Reading 
Total 
Reading 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
on grade 
level 
below 
grade 
level 
4ATR 20 20 20 
5ATR 21 21 21 
6ATR 26 26 26 
Total 67 67 
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Table 8 
Factors Viewed by Former Teachers of Program 
Participating Students 
Factors Former Teachers 
Yes No Occasionally 
Showed positive attitude P 
toward school and learning 
X 
Low self-esteem P X 
Negative self-concept P X 
Loss of self-confidence P X 
Make new friends S X 
Feel good about self P X 
Disruptive Behavior S X 
Physical size concern S X 
Poor school attendance P X 
Previous retention(s) P X 
History of Learning 
Disability 
P X 
Parental involvement S X 
Personal adjustment S X 
Emotional problems/ 
difficulty 
P X 
Social adjustment S X 
Social development s X 
Psychological maturity p X 
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Table 9 
Factors Viewed by Present Teachers/Administrators 
of Program Participating Students 
Factors Present Tchr. Admin. 
Yes No Occasionally 
Showed positive attitude P 
toward school and learning X 
Low self-esteem P X 
Negative self-concept P X 
Loss of self-confidence P X 
Make new friends S X 
Feel good about self P 
Disruptive Behavior S X 
Physical size concern S X 
Poor school attendance P X 
Previous retention(s) P X 
History of Learning 
Disability 
P X 
Parental involvement S X 
Personal adjustment S X 
Emotional problems/ 
difficulty 
P 
X 
Social adjustment S X 
Social development S X 
Psychological maturity P X 
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teachers of program participating students taken from 
Lieberman's (1980) Decision Making Model which he felt 
should be taken under consideration before a student is 
retained in grade. Seventeen of Lieberman's factors were 
viewed at the end of the program which reflected 95% 
positive results for the participating identified students, 
which could have attributed to students academic success. 
Parents Interview 
Formative interviews were conducted through conferences 
with parents. These conferences were held on Mondays and 
Fridays, 3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. during the planning and 
evaluation period, or shortly thereafter (See Table 2, 
Chapter III) . At this time, parents and teachers were able 
to (1) discuss their personal feeling about the students, 
indicating whether they felt they were or were not 
progressing, (2) discuss whether or not they were reasonably 
happy with the program, and (3) discuss feelings about the 
staff and co-workers. At this time, staff listened to what 
the parents had to say, be it suggestive, opinionated, 
critical or non-critical. 
Figure 10 presents data based on parents interview 
conferences as they relate to parents, staff, and the 
participating/identifying students in the Webb After School 
Reading Improvement Program. Analysis of the data presented 
in Table 10 reveals the following list: 
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Table 10 
Parents Interview/Conference Results 
Item 
Were 
Progressing 
Were Not 
Progressing 
Happy with 
Program 
Unhappy 
Program 
(1) 100% 
(2) 
(3) 100% 
(4) 
Item 
Pleased with Staff 
and Co-Workers Good Listener 
Pleased Not Pleased Yes No 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 100% 
(4) 95% 5% 
1. Whether or not parent felt students were 
progressing revealed 100%; 
2. Whether the parents were happy or unhappy with the 
program or felt that the students appeared to be 
happy or unhappy with the program revealed 100%; 
3. Whether or not the parents were pleased or not 
pleased with staff and co-workers rated 100%. 
Only item number four (4) good listeners revealed 95%, which 
still show progress data and is favorable for all 4 items. 
The data in Table 11 reveals that positive gains in all 
five items showed 100% favorable results by parents. 
Parents were pleased that students achieved their academic 
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Table 11 
Post Program Parents Evaluation 
Please check Sure, Very Sure, or Somewhat Sure to show 
what you think/thought about each statement in parent 
evaluations. 
Very Somewhat 
Sure Sure Sure 
1. My child learned more in Webb 
After School Reading Improve¬ 
ment Program than he/she did 
in the regular school day 
program. 100% 
2. My child liked Webb After School 
Reading Improvement Program 
better than the regular school 
day program. 
3. The teachers and administra¬ 
tors made me feel comfortable 
about the retention of my 
child. 
100% 
100% 
4. The teachers kept me informed 
about my child's progress. 100% 
5. My child made great academic 
progress in this program 
and a positive change in 
attitude toward him/her self, 
school and others. 100% 
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goals. The Webb Reading Improvement Program was a success 
according to observation, oral and written replies from 
parents. 
Table 12 reveals pre- and post- data from parent 
interviews, conferences and evaluation results during the 
Webb After School Reading Improvement Program. From being 
doubtful about whether their child would learn more in the 
After School Reading Program at the beginning of the 
program, ninety five percent of the parents were very sure 
of the improvement in their child's learning by the end of 
the program. Item two asked parents for their sense of 
whether their child would like the reading improvement 
program. From being doubtful at the beginning of the 
program, sixty parents were either sure or very sure by the 
end of the program, an increase of over seventy five 
percent. Similar changes were noted on item three, whether 
parents and administrators made parents feel comfortable, 
and on item 4, whether teachers kept parents informed about 
the progress of their child. On item five, the parents 
assessment of whether their child achieved progress as a 
result of participating in the program, all sixty seven 
parents moved from a position of doubt to being either sure 
or very sure. 
The Student Progress Plan, a skill mastery plan which 
gave data in reading, emphasized reading complexity, reading 
comprehension, teacher feedback, teacher background data, 
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classroom observation, student performance and attendance 
data. The Automated Instructional Management System 
provided diagnostic prescriptive information which assisted 
Table 12 
Pre and Post Data Results Conferences With Parents 
During the Planning and Evaluation Period 
Items Sure Very Sure 
Somewhat 
Sure Total 
1. pre 8 10 49 67 
post 12 45 7 67 
2. pre 22 10 35 67 
post 10 50 7 67 
3. pre 20 15 32 67 
post 2 65 0 67 
4. pre 25 11 31 67 
post 22 40 5 67 
5. pre 5 8 30 67 
post 2 65 0 67 
teachers in determining instructional needs of students. 
The Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills measured the 
students mastery or non-mastery of behavioral objectives in 
reading. The Prescriptive Reading Test indicated where the 
student needed reinforcement and where he might be given 
instruction. The Criterion Referenced Test and Competency- 
Base Curriculum Test were all diagnostic placement tests. 
The tests are administered and an interpretive report 
for each student was provided in order to ascertain proper 
instructional placement for each child (Appendix B). Table 
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13 shows the Pre- and Post- Tests data based on CTBS test 
results. 
Table 13 data reveals that program participants scored 
far below their peers percentile rank in all five critical 
reading areas during the pre-test: 1) Auditory Vocabulary, 
Table 13 
Reading Diagnostic Test Results for Students in 
Webb After School Reading Improvement Program 
Grade/Test 
4 th 5 th 6th 
pre post pre post pre post 
Auditory 
Vocabulary 
46% 98% 43% 98% 66% 98% 
Auditory 
Discrimination 
56% 97% 57% 100% 43% 100% 
Phonetic 
Analysis 
68% 100% 62% 100% 68% 99% 
Structured 
Analysis 
64% 97% 59% 99% 70% 100% 
Reading 
Comprehensive 
69% 100% 60% 98% 65% 100% 
2) Auditory Discrimination, 3) Phonetic Analysis, 4) 
Structured Analysis, and 5) Reading Comprehension. These 
findings show that these 67 participating/identified 
students were all below their instructional reading levels 
and needed "intensive care" treatment, step by step 
instruction upon proper instructional placement, or one-on- 
one instructions was given. 
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The post-test data reveals that these 67 participating/ 
identified students in grades 4th, 5th and 6th showed 
dramatic gains in all five critical areas. As a group, 
participants showed a 98% gain in auditory vocabulary, a 99% 
gain in auditory discrimination, a 99% gain in phonetic 
analysis, a 98% gain in structural analysis and a 99% gain 
in reading comprehension. 
As a result of those positive gains in these 5 critical 
reading areas, 100% of the students were promoted to his/her 
grade level based on his/her chronological age. As a result 
of the positive gains for these participating/identified 
student, this data reveals a 95% decrease in students 
discipline, 100% increase in attendance. An increase of 
positive parental involvement was observed and teachers, 
parents and administration were pleased with the program, 
participating students achievement and the entire After 
School Reading Improvement Program. 
The intervention program had a postive impact on the 
students who were retained in grade or social promoted to 
the next highest grade. 
The data collected for this study revealed that the 
intervention reading improvement program did impact on the 
students who were retained in grade or socially promoted to 
the next higher grade without having mastered the required 
reading skills for promotion. 
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When failing students begin to experience success, 
their attitude toward achievement changed. Student 
abilities and interest grew. They expressed feelings of 
satisfaction and well-being, confidence in themselves, and 
wanted to achieve to their highest potential. 
The factors listed below were characteristics of the 
intervention reading improvement program that seemed to have 
greatest effect on program participants: 
taught basic skills to identified students in 
order to raise their performance to a minimal 
level of competency. 
- raised achievement levels rather than punish 
underachievers. 
developed competency in reading, 
provided special instructional support. 
- remediation aimed at bringing participating 
identified students up to levels commensurate to 
his/her chronological age. 
- motivated students to achieve, and also motivated 
the identified students parents and teachers to 
help promote academic achievement. 
- smaller classes, specially trained and motivated 
teachers, and more supervisory interest than they 
were accustomed to in regular classrooms. 
- directed and structured instruction. 
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"intensive care" instruction (individualized, and 
one-on-one). 
designed training materials that empower school 
faculties to choose textbooks and other 
instructional materials that are highly 
motivatiional to students, 
made school/classes interesting. 
provided enrichment programs during the summer and 
after school. 
trained teachers in methods of establishing and 
communicating high expectations in all aspects of 
school. 
The effect of the intervention program on the reading 
achievement test scores of students who were retained in 
grade or social promoted to the next higher grade without 
mastering the required skills for promotion. 
Teachers in the after school reading improvement 
program used a variety of teaching methods, materials, and 
techniques most appropriate for each child in terms of what 
learning difficulties the student demonstrated in order to 
develop the appropriate reading skills needed to become a 
more efficient and effective reader. Not that this did not 
take place in regular school day at Webb, but the after 
school reading improvement program had far more support 
personnel. Through staff development, the instructional 
skills of teachers were improved so that learning, growth, 
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and development for students helped to increase their 
reading ability and improve their reading achievement test 
scores. 
Parental involvement in the after school reading 
improvement program enhanced the academic success and social 
development of participating/identified students which 
further sought to help raise students reading achievement 
test scores. 
Staff development also helped teachers develop an 
educational atmosphere for these participating/identified 
students to enhance their academic success, and social 
development. Outcome based learning and specific reading 
skills development helped students reach high academic 
reading test scores. Other program areas which appeared to 
have an effect on the success of the participants included: 
- one-on-one instruction for greater involvement in 
academic achievement, 
- small class size for personal development, 
- providing simple instruction which the children 
can comprehend, and 
- provide students with opportunities for achieving 
success through motivating reading materials such 
as the 'Mini Page', Weekly Reader, Sweet Bee's Pad 
and the Scholastic. 
Table 14 shows the academic progress made in reading. 
Sixty-seven identified/participating students were able to 
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move from grade instructional level 2A, to grade 
instructional level 6B and on to Junior High School. The 
rapid progress made during this study with reading skills 
covered on all grade levels indicates that this intervention 
program had a measurable effect on the reading achievement 
test scores as further indicated by parents, teachers and 
administrators. 
Table 14 shows the academic progress made by 67 overage 
in grade and retained students in grades 4, 5, and 6 at Ruth 
K. Webb Elementary School (1986-1989), who participated in 
the Webb's After School Reading Improvement Program. 
Academic progress made by these participating/identified 
students was determined by the mastery of Student Progress 
Plan Reading Checklist (SPP, CTBS, AIMS, and PRT) test 
scores. 
Table 7 data reveals that participating students made 
positive gains (100%) in all four critical areas at the end 
of the intervention program: 
- Reading Comprehension 
- Reading Vocabulary 
- Paragraph Reading 
- Total Reading 
This data is the result of student post- data program 
results - (CTBS). 
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Table 13 Data - Reading Diagnostic Test Results show 
the scores for program participating students making 
positive results in these areas: 
- Auditory Vocabulary 
- Auditory Discrimination 
- Phonetic Analysis 
- Structured Analysis 
- Reading Comprehension 
With these results, the effect of an intervention 
program on the reading achievement test scores for program 
participants appear to be positive. 
This section examines the effect of parental 
involvement on the intervention program designed 
specifically for retained students and social promoted 
students. 
Parental involvement appears to have effected 
participating/identified students interest in learning and 
the pride they took in their work during the after school 
reading improvement program as indicated by the test results 
and learning behaviors. Parents and other adults were 
instrumental in helping these identified/participants 
achieve greater competence in academic achievement. 
Parents were involved in the intervention program in a 
variety of ways: 
- monitoring students homework, 
encouraging good study habits, 
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accompanying classes on field trips, 
lobbying for full funding of school programs and 
helping to formulate school policies, 
assist teachers in improving participants academic 
achievement and school culture, 
- help to set the goals and objectives of an 
intervention program for their children and then 
work with the staff to find the best ways of 
meeting their children's needs, 
parents were involved in seminars/training and 
workshops which provided specific strategies and 
knowledge on how to support their child/children 
in learning to read, 
helping to improve the effectiveness of the 
classroom teacher in aiding students achievement, 
serving as patrols in order to curb discipline and 
behavior problems among students. 
Parental involvement was essential in helping to 
improve student achievement and school culture. Students 
whose parents are involved in their schooling score higher 
on achievement test than students of similar aptitude and 
family background whose parents are not involved (Henderson, 
1989). The presence of parental involvement in an 
intervention program gave students greater confidence to 
achieve. It is no surprise that parents who get involved in 
their student's education become more supporting of schools, 
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teachers and school programs and are more willing to work on 
their behalf for academic improvement. 
The following strategies were included in the program 
by the teachers to enable parents to enhance the academic 
success and social development of participating/identified 
students. 
A. Communicate with your child. 
1. Read, talk and listen to your child. 
2. Tell them stories, play games, share hobbies. 
3. Discuss news, TV programs, and special events. 
B. Enrich your child's curriculum in the home. 
1. Provide books, supplies, and a special 
place for studying. 
2. Observe routine times for meals, bedtime, 
and homework. 
3. Monitor the amount of time spent watching 
TV and doing after school jobs. 
C. Stay aware of your child's life at school. 
1. Discuss school events. 
2. Help your child in meeting deadlines. 
3. Talk with your child about school problems 
and academic success. 
This section examines the effect of staff development 
on an intervention program designed especially for students 
who are retained in grade or social promoted to the next 
higher grade without mastering required skills. 
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Staff development was designed to improve the 
standardized scores of students by focusing on improving the 
instructional skills of teachers. It offered a systematic 
program of teacher training in the key elements of 
instruction to improve presentation of lessons to students 
so that learning, growth, and development would be 
increased. Staff development gave encouragement, rationale, 
and practice in teaching skill that research indicated would 
improve student learning. Staff development provided 
reinforcement for existing teaching skills in reading that 
teachers could use to increase instructional effectiveness 
and student achievement. 
As a result of the staff development provided for the 
staff, lessons were tailored to meet individual learning 
needs which build on what the student knows while 
emphasizing the teaching of strategies to facilitate the 
self-improving objectives required for continued accelerated 
growth. 
Staff were involved in monthly staff development 
sessions designed to provide an on-going learning 
environment for participating teachers to improve their 
instructional delivery. 
Staff development generated efforts to improve the 
intervention reading program and teachers effectiveness to 
help identified students achieve mastery and also help 
teachers to help parents to further help participating/ 
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identified students in achieving mastery of reading skills 
being taught for academic achievement so that students could 
be promoted to grade according to achievement in lieu of 
social promotion. 
Summary of Findings 
The findings of this study indicated that the 
intervention program designed to reduce grade retention and 
social promotion was effective. When an intervention 
program for academic achievement was designed especially for 
at-risk students in grades 4, 5, and 6, at an urban 
elementary school in Washington, D.C., all program 
participants put his/her best foot forward. The motto was 
"Strive for Excellence." 
The attitudes of teachers, administrators, and parents, 
along with achievement test scores, were major factors in 
the success of the program. 
Tests were administered to assist teachers in 
determining instructional needs and grade placement. 
Teachers identified the source of student's academic 
problems, developed and implemented a plan to address their 
needs and used a variety of innovative learning strategies 
to achieve mastery. 
The overall strategy of this intervention program for 
instructional improvement focused primarily on reading as 
the centerpiece of the remediation strategy. Experienced 
volunteers, teachers with demonstrated effectiveness in 
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working with low academic achieving students and low scoring 
students were able to raise students academic levels nearly 
100%. Small classes, proven effective instructional 
strategies, increased time-on-task in reading and parental 
involvement were all pluses in the teaching and improvement 
in reading and reading test scores. 
Analysis of the data collected for this study revealed 
the effectiveness of the intervention program in reducing 
grade retention and social promotion by enhancing the 
academic achievement of students who were retained in grade 
or socially promoted to the next highest grade. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
This chapter presents a summary of the findings of this 
study along with recommendations for further research and 
program development. This study sought to test the 
effectiveness of an Intervention Program to reduce social 
promotion and grade retention on identified students' at 
Ruth K. Webb Elementary School. This study sought to answer 
the following questions: 
1. What is the impact of an intervention program on 
students who have been retained or socially 
promoted? 
2. What is the effect of an intervention program on 
the achievement scores of students who have been 
retained or socially promoted? 
3. What is the effect of parental involvement in an 
intervention program designed specifically for 
retained students or students socially promoted? 
4. What effect does staff development have on an 
intervention program that is designed specifically 
for retained students or socially promoted 
students? 
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Summary of Study Findings 
The intervention program was designed to reduce grade 
retention and social promotion and/or overage in grade on 67 
students in grades 4th, 5th, and 6th at Ruth K. Webb 
Elementary School, Washington, D.C. Webb's Reading 
Improvement Program was designed and implemented to improve 
these students academic achievement and help them reach the 
grade level with their age. Webb's Reading Improvement 
Program was administered weekly after regular school 
schedule on local site from 3:15 to 4:15. Volunteers for 
the staffing of Webb's Reading Improvement Program were: 6 
academic teachers, 1 counselor, 1 psychologist, 2 
educational aides, 15 parents and 1 librarian. The entire 
volunteer teaching staff for Webb's Reading Improvement 
Program were female. Black, tenured with 10 or more years 
experience with slow learners and demonstrated a degree of 
dedication, concern, caring and sharing. Staff development 
played an integral part of this program and gave promising 
roads to the improvement of instruction for all 
participants. 
The principle instruments/methods used for gathering 
data were test scores, interviews of present and former 
teachers, parents/correspondence, questionnaire, 
administrators feedback and report cards. 
A review of available research indicated that retention 
and social promotion practices do not address the learning 
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and/or social and personal difficulties failing students 
manifest. Also, student achievement is the consequence of 
many influences, not all of which are under the control of 
the school/teacher. Students efforts to learn are motivated 
by success, not failure, which suggested the probable 
effectiveness of an intervention program in reading and/or 
mathematics utilizing intensive care services. 
Webb's Reading Improvement Program was implemented and 
a summary of the data indicated that the program met its 
objectives. 
Impact of the Intervention Program on Students Who 
Have Been Retained or Socially Promoted 
A student evaluation was given to each student who 
participated in the Webb's After School Reading Improvement 
Program for retained, socially promoted or overage in grade 
students. 
The main objective of the Webb's After School Reading 
Improvement Program was to reduce the impact of social 
promotion and grade retention on identified/participating 
student's academic success at Ruth K. Webb Elementary 
School. A primary data source was the recipients, the 
students, to inquire about the effect of this intervention 
program on their lives. 
The data in Table 15 reveals 100% favorable responses 
in all 6 items. 
Table 15 
Students Evaluation 
Did you enjoy Webb's After 
School Reading Improvement 
Program? 
Did you like the way the 
teachers and parents 
worked with you? 
Did you appreciate the many 
different kinds of learning 
materials? 
Would you like to be a part 
of this kind of program 
during regular school 
hours? 
Did you learn very much in 
this program? 
Do you feel better about 
yourself and the 
improvements you have 
made in this 
program? 
Yes 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
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Some specific comments from the students were as 
follows: 
Student #1 
"Yes, I really did enjoy Webb's Reading Improvement 
Program. I liked the way the teachers and parents 
helped me. Yes, I appreciated the learning materials I 
used. No, because I would like to be able to do 
regular school work. Yes, I learned more than I 
expected to do in this program and wished I could work 
like this all the regular school day. And I would like 
to thank you for helping me catch up." 
Student #2 
"I truly enjoyed Webb's After School Reading 
Improvement Program. I really did enjoy the way the 
teachers and parents who worked with us in the after 
school reading program. Yes, I really did appreciate 
the helpful materials for learning. Yes, I would love 
to be in the program during regular school hours. Of 
course I learned a lot more in this program." 
Student #3 
"Yes, I really enjoyed Webb's After School Reading 
Improvement Program at Ruth K. Webb Elementary School. 
I really like the way the teacher and parents in Ruth 
K. Webb Elementary School took a lot of time with me. 
Yes, I appreciate the many different things they taught 
me. Thank you for helping me. Yes, I will like to be 
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part of this kind of program during regular school 
hours so I would stay on my grade level. Yes, I 
learned very, very much. Thank you and I love you for 
helping me." 
An evaluation was provided by teachers who taught in 
Webb's After School Reading Improvement Program at Ruth K. 
Webb Elementary School for those students who had been 
retained, overage in grade or socially promoted. The data 
in Table 16 reveals 100% favorable for all five items. 
Table 16 
Teachers Evaluation 
Not 
Yes No Sure 
1. I enjoyed working with the 
at-risk students in the after 
school Reading Improvement 
Program. 100% 
2. I would work again with the 
at-risk students in Webb's 
After School Reading 
Improvement Program. 100% 
3. The students showed a 
positive attitude toward the 
program and learning. 100% 
4. The quality of the students' 
work improved greatly 
throughout the program. 100% 
5. The students were successful 
in the program and felt good 
about themselves and others. 100% 
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Some specific comments from the teachers were as 
follows: 
Teacher #1 
"I was extremely delighted to see the students interest 
in reading increase. It seemed as though they were 
learning, in some cases for the first time, that they 
could read for pleasure as well as for information. 
Hopefully, this realization will lead to a life-long 
love of reading." 
Teacher #2 
"I think Webb's Reading Improvement Program was very 
rewarding to both student and teachers in that the 
greater percentage of their 67 at-risk students 
achieved mastery and now are working successful on 
his/her grade level commensurate to his/her age." 
Teacher #3 
"Students need to know that someone cares, and is 
willing to spend extra hours in tutoring to help them 
achieve his/her goals. We should have more of these 
programs as an incentive for excellence." 
An evaluation of the program was provided by parents 
whose children participated in the Webb After School Reading 
Improvement Program at the Ruth K. Webb elementary School, 
who had been retained, overage in grade or socially 
promoted. 
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Some investigators (Sandoval & Hughes, 1981) have 
turned to the ratings from parents to assist them (teachers 
and administrators) in evaluating the effectiveness of an 
intervention program. Parents viewed these participating 
identified students as being more confident and successful 
in school during the duration of the After School Reading 
Improvement Program at Ruth K. Webb Elementary School. 
Table 17 
Parents Evaluation 
Not 
Yes No Sure 
1. My child learned more in Webb's 
After School Reading Improve¬ 
ment Program than he/she did 
in the regular school day. 100% 
2. My child liked the Webb's 
After School Reading Improve¬ 
ment Program better than the 
regular school day program. 100% 
3. The teachers and administra¬ 
tors helped me feel comfor¬ 
table about the retention 
of my child. 100% 
4. The teachers kept me informed 
about my child's progress. 100% 
5. The teachers were patient with 
me as well as my child. 100% 
6. My child made great academic 
progress in this program and a 
positive change in attitude 
toward him/her self, school 
and others. 100% 
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All of the comments from parents in Table 17 were 
favorable. A sample of some parent comments follow: 
Parent #1 
"I recommend all schools should have this kind of 
program to help our children move.” 
Parent #2 
"The After School Reading Improvement Program has been 
a success at Webb Elementary School. The children who 
participated in the program made wonderful 
improvements. Hopefully this program will continue 
next year." 
Parent #3 
"More structured programs of this nature should be 
implemented throughout the school system. This would 
enhance the overall academic standards." 
Effect of the Intervention Program on the 
Achievement Scores of Students Who Have 
Been Retained or Socially Promoted 
Student Progress Plan (SPP) Reading Objectives 
Checklists were used in evidence of achievement and for the 
purpose of plotting students progress taken from CTBS, AIMS, 
and PRT test scores (Appendix G). Student Progress Plan 
Reading Checklist consist of a given number of objectives 
(including critical objectives) to be mastered by the 
student in his/her assigned instructional grade level. The 
SPP is used in grades one through six, with the intent of 
mastering at least two reading checklists per school term. 
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SPP checklist include 1A and IB for the first grade, 2A and 
2B for the 2nd grade, 3A and 3B for the 3rd grade, 4A and 4B 
for the 4th grade, 5A and 5B for the 5th grade, and 6A and 
6B for the 6th grade. In the event a student does not 
master the SPP Checklist commensurate to his/her assigned 
grade level, he/she becomes transitional. In other words, 
the student could be assigned to a 5th grade working on a 5A 
mathematics instructional level and a higher or lower level 
in reading, therefore, he would be transition in reading 
(5ATR). At Webb 67, or 13.3% students out of 504 students 
were overage in-grade or retained in grades 4, 5, and 6. 
In September 1986, there were 67, or 13.3% of 504 
overage in-grade or retained students in-grades 4, 5, and 6 
at Ruth K. Webb Elementary School. Twenty students, age 10- 
13, current grade was 4ATR with instructional reading level 
ranging from 1A-3A; 21 students, age 11-14, current grade 
was 5ATR with an instructional reading level ranging from 
2B-4A; 26 students age 12-15, current grade was 6ATR with an 
instructional reading level ranging from 3A-5A. 
In February 1987, 14 students in current grade 4ATR 
instructional reading level ranged from 2B-4A, 23 students 
in current grade 5ATR instructional reading level ranged 
from 3A-5B; 30 students in current grade 6ATR instructional 
ranged from 4A-6B with four students promoted to Junior High 
School. 
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In June 1987, 14 students with current grade 4ATR 
instructional reading level ranged from 3A-4A; 21 students 
with current grade 5ATR instructional reading level ranged 
from 4A-6A with four students promoted to Junior High 
School. 
In September 1987, 13 students with current grade 4ATR 
instructional reading level 3A-3B with seven students 
promoted to 4B reading level; 21 students with current grade 
5ATR instructional reading level 2A-5A, with 10 students 
promoted to 5B; 17 students with current grade 6ATR, 
instructional reading level 4A-6A, with seven students 
promoted to 6B and four students promoted to Junior High 
School. 
In February 1988, the transitional status was 
eliminated from the District's public schools because it 
allowed students to be promoted to the next grade without 
achieving mastery in both reading and mathematics. Students 
would be promoted to the next grade in all subjects except 
the reading or math he/she was deficient in. The deficient 
subjects had to be repeated in the grade he/she was promoted 
from. Nine students with current grade 4ATR, instructional 
reading level 3rd-4th, with one student promoted to the 5th 
grade; 17 students with current grade 5ATR, instructional 
reading level 3rd-5th; and 22 students with current grade 
6ATR, instructional reading level 4th-6th, with five 
students promoted to Junior High School. 
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In June 1988, eight students with current grade level 
4ATR with six students promoted to 5th grade and two 
students retained in the 4th grade; 15 students with current 
grade 5ART instructional reading level 3rd-4th, with eight 
students promoted to 6th grade and seven students retained 
in 5th grade; 20 students with current grade 6ATR 
instructional reading level 4th-5th with ten students 
promoted to Junior High School and ten students retained. 
In September 1988, eight students with current grade level 
4ATR were two in grade 3A and six in grade 4A. Fifteen 
students with current grade 5ATR were three in grade 3B, 
four in grade 4B and eight in grade 5B. Ten students with 
current grade level 6ATR and seven in grade 6B. 
In February 1989, five students with current grade 5ATR 
were in grade 4A. Eight students with current grade level 
5ATR were three in grade 4A, three in grade 4B and two in 
grade 5B. Twelve students with current grade 6ATR were four 
in grade 5B, two in grade 6B and six promoted to Junior High 
School. 
In June 1989, two students with current grade 4ATR were 
in grade 4A. Three students with current grade 5ATR were 
one student in grade 4B and two students in grade 5B. 
Thirteen students with current grade 6ATR were eight 
students in grade 6A and five students promoted to Junior 
High School. 
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All students who participated in Webb's After School 
Reading Improvement Program progressed to his/her 
chronological grade-age level. Twenty four students were 
promoted to Junior High School. Of those 24 students who 
were promoted to junior high school, nine (9) students were 
more than two (2) years behind in grade when the program 
began and fifteen students were two years behind in grade. 
The remaining 18 students were promoted at the end of the 
first semester of the ensuing year. Two students with 
current grade 4A instructional reading level to grade 4B, 3 
students current grade 1-4B and 2-5B instructional reading 
level to 5A and 2 students current grade 5B and 6A. 
Thirteen students with current grade (8-6A) were promoted to 
Junior High School, also the 5 student left were transferred 
to other schools in the district. 
The results of the 67 students (socially promoted or 
retained) in grades 4, 5, and 6 at Webb who were enrolled in 
Webb's After School Reading Improvement Program (See Table 
15) indicated the students achieved a measure of success 
based on SPP Reading Checklist, CTBS, AIMS, and PRT test 
scores. 
Each teacher was responsible for his/her own evaluation 
of the students' achievement, using all available 
information, including results of tests, observations, 
report cards, teacher made tests, SPP and other measures of 
mastery of the skills and specific content being taught. 
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Test results and daily participation also provided essential 
information for the teachers total evaluation. Formal and 
informal tests were administered frequently to ascertain 
student progress. Students in Webb's After School Reading 
Improvement Program showed a more positive attitude toward 
testing, after realizing the importance of the tests as an 
aid to their progress. The students' abilities and interest 
grew when they gained confidence in themselves. This self 
assurance served to lead the students to academic and 
emotional development as reported by teachers and parents. 
At the beginning of the program 67 overage and retained 
students in grades 4, 5, and 6 at Webb participating in 
Webb's After School Reading Improvement Program: 33 were 
one year behind in reading; 25 were two years behind in 
reading; and, 9 were more than two years behind in reading. 
The project began in September 1986 and continued until 
June 1989. At the end of the project in June 1989; of the 
33 students who were one year behind in reading, 30 students 
were on grade level commensurate to his/her chronological 
age; (2) of the 25 students who were two years behind in 
reading, 18 students were on grade level commensurate to 
his/her chronological age and were promoted to Junior High 
or transferred and (3) of the 9 students who were more than 
2 years behind in reading were able to progress up to one 
semester below his/her chronological age. (2-4B to 5A and 
4-5B to 6A). 
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The administration, volunteer staff, parents and 
students considered this project a success. Interviews and 
evaluations with teachers, parents, administrators and 
students participating in Webb's Reading Improvement Program 
for 4, 5, and 6 grade students, overage in grade and 
retained at the Ruth K. Webb Elementary school revealed that 
the vast majority had positive comments regarding the 
program. 
Through a series of interviews, questionnaires, and 
other written feedback, the volunteer staff indicated it 
felt the program was a respite from their regular 
assignments and an opportunity to serve these students most 
in need. Also, they felt that they benefitted from the 
small classes and additional resources provided that were 
not included in the rigid mandatory curriculum (CBC) that 
was required for use in the D.C. Public School System. 
The dedication exercised by the parents to the 
students, staff, and administration was a major factor in 
the success of the project. The time they willingly gave up 
to accommodate the faculty and participate with their 
children provided extra incentive to both the staff and the 
student participants. The academic achievement made by the 
students was a far greater success in this intervention 
program than their previous school work. 
Teachers were responsible for evaluating the 
achievement of their students, using all available 
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Table 18 
Factors as Evidence for Webb's After School Reading 
Improvement Program Success 
Facotrs 
Limited Great 
Extent Considerable Extent 
1. Students' 
Academic 
Achievement 
2. Students' 
School 
Attendance 59% 
3. Students' 
Attitude 
Toward 
School 29% 
4. Students' 
Attitude 
Toward 
Retention 97% 39% 
5. Students' 
Personal 
Adjustment 10% 
6. Parental 
Involvement/ 
Interest 10% 
7. Moral and 
Very High 
Self-Esteem— 
-administrators 
-teachers 
-students 
-parents 
100! 
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98% 
90% 
90% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
8. Attitudes— 
-administrators 
-teachers 
-students 
-parents 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
Undecided 
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information, including results of teacher-made tests, 
recitation, reports and other measures of mastery of the SPP 
Reading Skills Checklist. Standardized test results and 
teacher observation of student performance also provided 
essential data for the teachers' total evaluation. The 
results of their evaluation revealed that of the 67 
participating/identified 4, 5, and 6 grade students at 
Webb's Elementary School achieved a measure of academic 
success (see Table 15). Upon completion of Webb's After 
School Reading Improvement Program, the 67 
participating/identified students were working on his/her 
grade instructional level commensurate with his/her age. 
Table 18 provides factors and factor extent as evidence 
for Webb's After School Reading Improvement Program's 
success as they relate to parents, teachers, students, and 
administrators. Nine factors under Great Extent showed 
100%. These nine factors are: Student Academic 
Achievement, Morale and High Self-esteem among 
Administrators, Teachers, Parents, and Students. Also under 
Great Extent are: Student Attitude Toward School 98%, 
Students School Attendance 95%, Students Personal Adjustment 
90%, and Parental Involvement/Interest 90%. Under 
considerable extent: Students' Personal Adjustment 10%, 
Parental Involvement/Interest 10%, Students' School 
Attendance 5%, Students' Attitude Toward Retention 3% and 
Students' Attitude Toward School 2%. Student attitude 
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toward retention show limited extent 97% which could mean 
retention implies a flow that can easily develop into a 
social stigma. 
The attitudes of teachers and parents, along with 
achievement test scores, were employed as a major criteria 
for success. Parents interest and help with Webb's After 
School Reading Improvement Program and their support to the 
school staff was another giant step toward success. 
Students felt good about themselves and were happy to 
achieve mastery for promotion (See Table 18). The self¬ 
esteem and moral among the faculty, parents, and students 
were very high. The students classroom performance and 
attitude toward school improved tremendously. Faculty and 
parents had a vested interest in seeing the students improve 
after taking such a drastic step. Students academic 
achievement, high self-esteem and attitude toward school 
were proven successful by school results, parents, teachers 
and administrators. Although the program was geared to 
serve the retained students in grades 4, 5, and 6, their 
instructional levels were not directly related to any one 
specific area of curriculum. Teachers of various 
disciplines and grade levels worked as volunteers. This 
resulted in improved communication, knowledge skills, and a 
better understanding between teachers—kindergarten through 
sixth grade. 
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Teachers managed classroom time more effectively as 
indicated by students academic achievement, and provided 
theory, modeling, analysis, guided practice and supported 
classroom application of specific teaching strategies 
necessary for understanding various concepts and techniques 
as evidenced by the gain on CTBS test scores and training 
from staff development. Administrators/teachers' 
involvement in the implementation process gave a note of 
reality to the planning that ensured the activities and 
strategies were relevant and need oriented. 
How, when, and where to include parents in the 
teaching/learning process was decided by the administrators 
and teachers. 
When teachers spend more time instructing, discussing 
homework, providing considerable supportive feedback, and 
using oral and silent reading by students in small reading 
groups, students made more progress. Well-organized 
teachers using available time effectively, a conducive 
environment and staying involved with students throughout 
the assigned class period made a difference in the student's 
ability to learn the required skills. Integrating 
information by offering activities during a class period so 
that students could develop not only reading skills, but 
listening, speaking, and writing skills also proved useful. 
Teachers seeking parental participation and support proved 
to have a beneficial effect on student achievement as 
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indicated by AIMS test results. Holistic teaching 
(combination of all subjects) proved to be helpful to 
students in developing specific skills in reading. Students 
working at their own pace through a series of sequential 
reading exercises rather than a curriculum time- line was a 
key organizing principle for the project. 
Parental Involvement 
Parent involvement was an integral and deliberate part 
of an intensive school Reading Improvement Program at Ruth 
K. Webb for the sixty-seven (67) at-risk identified 
students. Academic success and social development of 
participating/identified students was enhanced by parental 
involvement. Learning and Teaching are too important for 
parent to be left out. Together, parents and teachers 
helped each other to help students improve academically by 
being involved. It appeared to be important for children to 
know that both the school and parent were concerned with 
their progress and success. The strength and support that 
this united effort provided for them was critical. When 
parents became involved in children's schooling, the 
children did better in school and their attendance improved. 
Parents were encouraged to express their interests in 
what students were learning in school. Parents checked 
homework, took children to the library, read to them and 
listened to their children read to them. Parents were 
encouraged to set the stage for learning in school. 
Staff Development 
Staff Development enhanced the academic success and 
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social development of participating/identified students at 
Webb School. According to the data, staff development 
improved the presentation of lessons to students so that 
learning, growth and development was increased. This was 
accomplished through a systemic program of teacher training 
in the key elements of instruction. Staff development was 
built under the assumption that education for students will 
be enhanced by continuous growth in the knowledge, skills, 
and commitment of all staff members in the school. Staff 
development helped teachers to develop an improved 
educational atmosphere for participating/identified 
students, enhanced the academic success and social 
development through outcome-based learning, increased 
educational expectation. Accordingly, staff development 
played a significant role in helping students reach 
achievement levels commensurate with their ability and age. 
Comprehensive staff development provided teaching with 
theory, modeling, analysis, guided practices and supported 
classroom application of specific teaching strategies. 
These strategies often focused on thinking skills, and 
clearly made a positive difference in student's intellectual 
development. 
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Implication of Findings 
Considerable research and literature rejects grade 
retention, social promotion and overage in grade as 
affective education policy because of its impact on students 
self-esteem and academic success, yet these policies are 
practiced extensively throughout the school system. Given 
the lack of evidence of positive educational benefit for 
students and the overwhelming evidence of damage to 
students, it seemed feasible to seen effective alternative 
strategies. 
An after school improvement program in reading was 
planned and implemented at Ruth K. Webb Elementary school 
for students in grade 4, 5, and 6 who not only were overage 
in grade but who had been retained more than once. 
The program was supported by the school principal who 
presented the school improvement project to the faculty at 
the meeting. The reading improvement program was well- 
received and comments from administrators and teachers 
indicated strong support. Teacher and parent volunteers 
signed up for the program. Webb's Reading Improvement 
Program was designed to help the students reach achievement 
levels commensurate with their age/grade. 
A staff development program was provided for 
participating teachers and administrators to enable them to 
more effectively assist these at-risk students and parents. 
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Recommendations Based on Findings 
When students fail to make full use of their abilities, 
there is an immediate loss to society because it is 
expensive to have students repeat their school work, 
society also loses when individuals fail to obtain the 
education they need to make the best of their abilities. 
Society loses still more when, as sometimes happens, the 
students* emotional reaction to their failure and to other 
factors turn them into school drop-outs, at worst, 
delinquents. 
The quality of education in the District of Columbia 
Public School System has led to a number of controversial 
academic issues that have troubled the profession over the 
years. One of the most significant of these issues is 
elementary school grade retention/social promotion. This 
study focused on the effects of an intervention program at 
Ruth K. Webb Elementary School for 4, 5, and 6 grade 
students who were retained or social promoted. The research 
indicated that the Webb's After School Reading Improvement 
Program had a positive effect on the participating/ 
identified students academic achievement and self-concept. 
The following recommendations are offered for consideration 
based on the research findings: 
1. Parental support whereby the parent, teacher and 
child worked together was strongly recommended by teachers, 
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administrators and staff to increase student academic 
achievement. 
2. Parents should be given specific tasks and 
directions for helping children with their homework and 
school-related project is recommended as a strategy to 
increase student academic success. 
3. Training should be provided for parents as well as 
training materials for supporting the education of their 
child or children to further enhance students academic 
success. 
4. An atmosphere should be developed in which parents 
feel they are needed and can assist in their child’s 
education and can help their child/children master learning 
required skills in order to promote academic achievement. 
5. Provision for evening meetings or classes with 
working parents to encourage cooperation with the child, 
teachers and administrator is recommended because some 
skills simply need more drill or practice and some ideas 
need to be discussed by the parent, child, and teacher for 
effective teaching and learning. 
6. A comprehensive staff development program to 
improve the academic expectation of the staff for 
themselves, and for the students, and to develop the skills 
for creating an educational atmosphere in which increased 
student academic achievement occur. 
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Recommendations for Instructional Improvements 
To deal more effectively with students our system 
presently fails, an overall strategy of instructional 
improvement should be instituted. As a result of this 
study, the following changes are recommended: 
1. A comprehensive citywide competency-based 
instructional program should be implemented. 
2. The school system should adopt exemplary staff 
development instructional programs, with the 
overall goal to improve the academic expectations 
of the staff, for themselves and for the students 
and to develop an educational atmosphere in which 
increased student academic achievement occur, 
especially in reading and mathematics. 
3. Class size should be reduced. 
4. Proven effective instructional strategies should 
be employed. 
5. The assistance of dedicated school board members, 
superintendents, administrators, and teachers are 
mandatory if students are to achieve educational 
success. 
6. Policies which produce effective collaboration 
between teachers, students, parents, and 
administrators should be drafted and implemented 
effectively. 
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7. Teachers dedicated to the advancement of all 
students should be employed in order to achieve 
academic success. 
8. Remedial/intensive care programs should be 
designed and employed to assist at-risk youth. 
9. Remediation programs that offer a balanced 
curriculum as a device for remedying basic skills 
deficiencies should be implemented in the District 
of Columbia Elementary Public School Systems. 
10. There should be a single criterion for promotion. 
Recommendations for Future Study 
1. This same intervention program at another 
elementary school in the same school district, same grades 
with students with similar or same academic problems should 
be implemented to test the repercability of the intervention 
program. 
2. A study to compare students from other elementary 
schools, from the same grades with the same academic 
problems, but not exposed to an intervention program should 
be instituted. 
3. A comparative study of students self-esteem and 
attitudes toward retention and social promotion should be 
instituted. 
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Implication for Future Practice 
In order for administrators, teachers and parents to 
succeed in working to by-pass the stigma of their children 
being retained, certain policies and practices must be 
addressed. 
1. Reject age-based (social) promotion and require 
that students achieve satisfactory levels of competence 
before being assigned to a higher grade. 
2. Encourage and accept the responsibility of seeing 
that students master necessary skills before being passed 
on. It is an injustice to the students as well as an 
admission of failure by the teacher. 
3. Allow those who need more instruction and more 
trials and errors than others to master particular skills 
and materials by providing an extension of time and 
opportunities to try again, either during the school day or 
in an after school program. 
4. Grade students on the mastery of required skills. 
5. Design intensive intervention programs especially 
for those that meet the needs of slow(er) students. 
6. Design an intervention program that familiarizes 
teachers, students, and parents with achievement-based 
programs. 
7. Create an environment for success by providing 
more opportunities for interaction between students, 
teachers, and parents. 
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8. Allow for individual differences in students. All 
students do not learn at the same pace or under the same 
circumstances. 
9. Provide alternative types of interventions which 
could prevent retention and social promotion or provide 
innovative alternative curriculum settings for those 
potential identified students. 
10. Employ early collaboration with parents about the 
academic deficiencies in their child's learning ability, 
especially reading. 
11. Remediation programs that offer a balanced 
curriculum as a device for remedying basic skills 
deficiencies should be provided in the early grades. 
12. Provide sufficient flexible programs to offset the 
need for retention/social promotion and to account for 
individual differences especially in lower grades. 
APPENDIX A 
CORRESPONDENCE AND QUESTIONNAIRES 
Ruth K. Webb Elementary School 
1375 Mt. Olivet Rd. , N. E. 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
Date: 
Dear Parent: 
Please be advised that your son/daughter is being 
considered for the Ruth K. Webb Elementary School special 
program in reading. The assignment will be effective 
following our initial conference. 
This program is designed to assist those students in 
grades four, five, and six who did not achieve the required 
standards for promotion to the next grade level. However, 
because of the age and maturity of these students, we feel 
it would be in the best interest of the students to place 
them in a special program to meet their needs. This program 
will be ungraded and will focus primarily on the basic 
skills in reading. 
Also, you should know that the above mentioned program 
will need your cooperation. Your child will not be accepted 
in the program without your consent and cooperation. 
Kindly complete the attached form indicating your 
interest in the program and the day and time convenient for 
you to come in for a conference. 
If you have any questions and/or concerns, please call 
the Ruth K. Webb Elementary School at (202) 724-4543, 4544, 
or 4545. 
Sincerely, 
Willie E. Duff 
Dear Parent: 
I suggest we plan to hold a conference concerning your 
child's progress in school at _ on _. 
(time) (date) 
If it is not possible on this date, please suggest an 
alternative date and time. 
Date_ Time _ 
I hope you can come. Please sign and return this sheet 
as soon as possible. 
Willie E. Duff 
(Parent or Guardian Signature) 
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Parents Interview/Questionnaire 
for Retained/Social Promoted Students 
Not 
Yes No Sure 
* 1. Are your feelings toward the retention/ 
social promotion of your child/children 
positive or negative? 
2. Do you feel the teacher/school was 
justified in retaining your child? 
3. Were you informed periodically of your 
child's academic progress? 
4. Were you involved in the school prior to 
your child's retention? 
5. Is this the first time your 
child/children experienced retention? 
* 6. If the answer to number five (5) was no, 
what if any remedial assistance was 
provided? 
7. Do you feel in any way that you, as a 
parent, could have done more to help 
your child/children master the required 
skills in reading for promotion? 
8. Do you recall being retained in grade or 
social promoted during your school 
tenure? If so, how did you feel about 
yourself? 
* 9. What if any behavioral change(s) did you 
see in your child after retention. 
(Please feel free to discuss them.) 
10. As a parent, were the following provided 
for your child/children? At home? 
- a quiet place to study homework, 
- time to listen, or listening time, 
- limited TV watching, 
- adequate resources and materials, 
- visit the library (library card), 
- love, caring and sharing, 
- supportive of his/her needs, 
- give and demand respect, 
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- help to form positive attitudes, 
- help to promote self-esteem 
*11. What are you going to do different in 
helping your child/children to prevent 
this (retention, social promotion) from 
happening again? 
*12. How are you going to help your 
child/children achieve mastery in 
reading skills? 
* - Parent Interview/Questionnaire require oral or written 
reply. 
Comments: 
Interview/Questionnaire for Parents and/or Teachers 
for Retained/Social Promoted Students 
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Not 
Yes No Sure 
1. Should students be promoted to the next 
higher grade based solely on test 
scores? 
2. Should test scores alone be used to make 
retention decisions? 
3. Does retention, social promotion and/or 
overage in grade have any effect on a 
students self-concept? 
4. Does a student's attitude toward school 
cause him/her to be retained? 
5. Do you feel that too much emphasis on 
reading skills, excluding other academic 
subjects may have an overall negative 
impact on student academic achievement? 
6. As a volunteer, do you feel your service 
will enhance these at-risk or identified 
students achieve mastery in this 
teaching/learning environment? 
Please give a brief summary for the following 
interview/questionnaire. 
7. What factors should be taken under consideration before 
a child is retained? 
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8. How can parental involvement enhance the academic 
success and social development of participating/identified 
students? 
9. How can staff development enhance the academic success 
and social development of participating/identified students? 
10. What effect does retention social promotion and/or 
overage in-grade have on the self-esteem of students? 
Pre- Questions/Interview for Teachers Working With 
Participating/Identified Students in Webb's 
Reading Improvement Program 
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Please check ( ) the appropriate statement you feel is 
best suited for yourself. 
1. What reading instructional level would you prefer 
working with to better improve students academic 
achievement? 
la lb 
2a 2b 
3a 3b _ 
4a 4b 
5a 5b _ 
6a 6b 
2. What age group do you want to work with to help 
students change their attitude toward school. 
10-13 11-14 12-15 
3. How well do you work with parents and educational 
aides as helpers? 
Very Well _ Well _ Not Sure _ 
4. Do you feel student self-concept will improve once 
academic improvement is visible? 
Yes No Not Sure 
5. Do you think students self-esteem is effected by 
being retained, social promoted or overage in grade? If 
yes, why? 
Yes No Not Sure 
Comments (if needed) 
Post Questions/Interview for Teachers Working With 
Participating/Identified Students in Webb's 
Reading Improvement Program 
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1. What participating/identified students reading 
instructional level did you work with to improve academic 
achievement? 
la lb _ 
2a 2b 
3a 3b _ 
4a 4b _ 
5a 5b _ 
6a 6b 
2. Did the age group you worked with change their 
attitude toward school? 
Yes _ No _ Not Sure _ 
3. Were the advantages greater than the disadvantages 
of having parents and educational aides as helpers? 
Yes _ No _ Not Sure _ 
4. Did academic achievement improve students self- 
concept? 
Yes _ No _ Not Sure _ 
5. Did academic achievement enhance students self¬ 
esteem? 
Yes _ No _ Not Sure _ 
Comments (if needed) 
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Questions for Teachers of Retention 
Please check ( ) yes, no, or not sure to show your opinion 
on each statement below: 
Not 
Yes No Sure 
1. The students academic achievement has 
improved throughout the program. 
2. This student functions on a higher 
reading instructional level this year 
than last year. 
3. This student has been successful in 
school this year. 
4. This student has shown a positive 
attitude toward school and learning 
throughout the Webb School Reading 
Improvement Program. 
5. This student has developed a negative 
Self-Concept, and the likelihood of 
dropping out of school in the future 
increases substantially. 
6. Retaining this student was detrimental 
to his/her social and personal 
development and is associated with 
undesirable school attitude and 
behavior. 
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Questionnaire for Parents 
The following questions are about the effectiveness of 
the program in which you and your child have participated. 
Please indicate your response to the questions by putting an 
(X) in the appropriate position. There are no "right" or 
"wrong" answers. Your opinion is important in making future 
plans. 
1. How effective, in your opinion, was the program? 
_ Extremely effective 
_ Quite effective 
_ Moderately effective 
2. How well do you think your child adjusted socially to 
the program? 
_ To a very great degree 
_ To a great degree 
_ To a moderate degree 
_ To a small degree 
3. To what extent do you think your child progressed 
academically? 
_ To a very great degree 
_ To a great degree 
_ To a moderate degree 
_ To a small degree 
To what extent were the parent workshops helpful? 
_ To a very great degree 
_ To a great degree 
_ To a moderate degree 
To a small degree 
4. 
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5. Kindly indicate the extent of your participation in the 
program. 
_ Extremely involved 
_ Moderately involved 
6. Do you recommend a continuation of this program as a 
means of stopping social promotion? 
_ Strongly recommend 
_ Recommend 
_ Disagree recommendation of continuance 
Please feel free to add comments and/or suggestions to 
improve the program. 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
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Questionnaire for Students 
Read the statements carefully about the program in which you 
have participated. Answer the questions by putting a circle 
around "yes" or ’’no" that best describes your opinion about 
the program. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers but 
your opinion will help us decide whether or not this is a 
good program for boys and girls in grades 4, 5, and 6. 
1. Did you like the program? Yes No 
2. Do you think the program helped you? Yes No 
3. Would you like to be considered 
program another year? 
for this 
Yes No 
4. Do you think we should consider 
continuing this program? Yes No 
5. Do you think changes should be made 
in the program? Yes No 
If your answer is yes to number 5, please indicate the 
changes that you would recommend. 

APPENDIX C 
A WORKSHOP PLAN 
A Workshop Plan: 
THE TEACHER-PARENT INVOLVEMENT WORKSHOP 
What is this workshop? 
A two-hour interchange of experience of parents and 
teachers to find out how each sees the role of the other and 
then to plan to work together on common problems. 
Who can sponsor the workshop? 
Any education association, PTA, or building faculty. 
How many can attend? 
From as few as a dozen or so to a convention of 
thousands! 
What equipment is needed? 
Magic markers, 3" x 5" index cards, 2 rolls of masking 
tape, newsprint pads. An overhead projector is useful for 
larger audiences. 
HOW TO HOLD A TEACHER-PARENT INVOLVEMENT WORKSHOP 
(Instructions for the Workshop Leader) 
The Teacher-Parent Involvement Parent Workshop is a 
training program designed to sensitize teachers and parents 
to common needs. It is designed to help each group more 
accurately understand why the other group often thinks and 
acts as it does. (NEA Pub., 1990) 
Time—Two hours 
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Participants—An equal number of parents and teachers, 
each group sitting together at separate tables (in the same 
room). 
What else—Coffee or soft drinks if possible. 
STEP I 
A. Explain that this workshop is a meeting of parents and 
teachers for each group to learn to know the other 
better. 
B. On separate sheets of newsprint, write the following 
headings with a large magic marker: 
1. What I think teachers should be held accountable 
for 
2. What I think parents should be held accountable 
for 
3. What I think that parents think teachers should be 
held accountable for 
4. What I think that teachers think parents should be 
held accountable for 
5. What I as a parent think teachers think about me 
6. What I as a teacher think parents think about me 
C. Hang sheets 1, 4, 5, on top of each other near parents 
and hang sheets 2, 3, 6, together on the opposite wall 
near teachers. Expose sheets 1 and 2. 
D. 1. Ask for three volunteers from each group. 
2. Ask the first volunteer for parents to elicit one- 
word descriptions of Bl, above from parents. 
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(These words might be discipline, learning, 
attitude.) 
3. Ask the first volunteer for teachers to elicit 
one-word description of B2, above, from teachers. 
(These words might be support, cooperation, 
discipline.) 
E. After 10 minutes, stop each group. Ask the second 
volunteer for parents to elicit words on B4 and write 
these words on the newsprint. Ask the second volunteer 
for teachers to do the same thing for B3. 
F. After 15 minutes, ask the third volunteer for parents 
to elicit and write words on B5. Ask the third teacher 
volunteer to do the same for B6. (The words might be 
overbearing, intelligent, impossible.) 
G. After 10 minutes, move sheet 4 to the teachers' side 
next to sheet 2. Move sheet 3 to the parents' side 
next to sheet 1. 
STEP II. 
A. 1. Select a new volunteer from each group to lead a 
15-minute discussion based on the words on the 
sheets. 
2. Ask each volunteer to circle words that are the 
same. 
3. Point out the difference as well as the 
similarities in the words that were chosen. 
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B. Select two or three participants to summarize what this 
experience has meant to them. Then give your own 
summary. 
STEP III. 
A. Mix teachers and parents in equal numbers at each 
table. Put fresh newsprint sheets on each table. 
B. 1. Select one parent and one teacher as co-chairmen 
for each table. 
2. Write on a separate sheet of newsprint: "What 
parents and teachers at this table agree can be 
done together: a plan of action." 
C. After 20 minutes, ask each table co-chairmen to place 
that group's sheets on a wall and report its findings 
to the total group. 
STEP IV. 
A. Summarize the experience and collect all the sheets. 
B. Drink the rest of the coffee or soft drinks. 
NEA Publisher described a model workshop for 
involvement that could be applied to most any given 
teaching/learning situation. 
Specific questions: 1) Why teachers need 
parents? Why parents need teachers? 2) How can 
teacher and parents work better together, etc.? Were 
listed on news print and answered in small mixed equal 
groups (teacher and parents). 
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This workshop purpose was fulfilled and a success 
because it clarified roles for parent and teachers to 
be able to work better together. Teachers need 
Parents, parents need teachers and students need both. 
This kind of workshop involvement can be applied 
to most any given teaching learning situation (NEA Pub, 
1990). 
APPENDIX D 
THE MINI PAGE 
By BET/ QE3NAM Sunday, June 16, 1991 
River ABCs- 
Here are some special words to use when you talk about rivers. 
River system: a network of rivers 
and tributaries. 
Channel: the boccm and either side 
of a river or a stream. 
Current: the flow cf a river. It’s 
usually fastest at headwaters and 
narrow spots. 
Delta: land that builds up when 
eroded material such as clay and sand 
settles at the mouth of a river. 
Drainage basin, river basin or 
watershed: area of land drained by a 
river and its tributaries. 
Drainage divide: 
ndge that separates 
drainage basins or 
•vatersneds. 
nstuary: area 
near the mouth of 
a river where fresh 
water mixes with 
saity ocean water. 
Canyon: a deep cnannei created 
when a nver eroces or cuts away deep 
in its own bed, or ootcom. 
Floodplain: flat area that water 
covers during a flood. 
Headwaters: where a nver starts. 
Water flows in a downward direction. 
Intermittent rivers: nvers that dry 
up rum time 
to rime 
because 
of lack of 
groundwater 
and rainfall. 
Meanders: nver 
channels that curve. 
Mouth: near where the 
river ends and enters 
into the ocean or another nver, lake or 
estuary. 
Rapids: area where 
water rushes over 
boulders or big rocks. 
River load: eroded 
materials such as clay, 
rocks and sand that are earned along 
by the river. 
Small rivers: brooks, creeks, 
streams, runs, draws. 
Tributary: stream or nver that joins 
with a larger stream or nver 
Waterfall: a drop caused 
when water falls over a hard- 
rock formation onto softer 
rocks that erode away. 
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The Continental Divide 
The Continental Divide runs through 
these shaded states. 
Left: A closer took at where our highest 
mountains divide the way rivers flow. 
The Continental Divide is the highest land on 
our continent. 
In the United States, the Continental Divide 
stretches through the mountains of New Mexico, 
Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho and Montana. 
Waters on the west side flow into the Pacific. 
Waters on the east side flow into the Atlantic 
and the Gulf of Mexico. 
At one point in Glacier National Park in 
Montana, the headwaters of three rivers are very 
close together. You wouldn’t have to move to pour 
water into three rivers going in different 
directions: 
— east to the Hudson Bay; 
— west to the Pacific Ocean; 
— southeast into the Gulf of Mexico. 
vuatlMMnrihmtrWM 
Continental Divide map baud on a 
U.S. Geological Survey map 
Attention, Students, Teachers and Parents! 
Take a state-by-state tour with The Mini Page gang and learn 
all the facts! 
The Mini Page Book of States is packed with helpful infor¬ 
mation on every state: capitals, birds, flowers, trees, industry 
and crops, geographical and historical facts, and more. 
Perfect for use at home and in the classroom. The Mini Page 
Book of States makes learning fun. 
To order, send $4.95 plus $1 each for postage and 
handling. Send only checks or money orders 
payable to Andrews and McMeel, P.O. Box 
419150, Kansas City, Mo. 64141 
Please send me_copies of The Mini 
Page Book of States 
Name_ 
Address_._„_. 
City_ 
State _______ Zip_ 
<©>£ggRMinn Jokes 
(Sent in by Miguel Godirez) 
Q: What do you do with a sick wasp? 
A: Take it to the waspital! 
Q: What kind ofleaves don’t fall 
off a tree? 
A: The leaves in a book! 
(Sent in by Amber Daddato) 
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Rookie Cookie’s Recipe 
Banana Yogurt Drink 
You’ll need: 
• cup orange juice 
concentrate 
• 1 banana 
• 1 cup vanilla yogurt 
• '/2 teaspoon cinnamon 
What to do: 
1. Combine all ingredients 
in a blender. 
2. Blend until smooth. 
Serves 2. 
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Fit the names of these river words in the grid. 
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Mini Spy and Alpha Mouse are working on her tugboat 
See if you can find: 
• sword 1 pitchfork • snake 
• top hat 
• word MINI 
• number 7 
• key 
• exclamation 
mark 
• sailboat 
• letter H 
• letter C 
• pencil 
• two letter A’s 
• question mark 
• flying bird 
• number 3 
• tin can 
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Help Alpha Mouse find the trash can 
He’s trying to clean up the river. 
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v M Meet “Tale Spjn 
"The Jungle Book" was one of 
the most popular Disney cartoon 
movies ever made. Tbday, some of 
the movie’s characters can be seen 
on the TV cartoon “T^le Spin." 
“Tale Spin" is the most popular 
cartoon series on TV today. 
“The Jungle Book” characters in 
“Tale Spin” include Baloo the 
Bear. Louie the Ape and Shere 
Khan the Tiger. 
In “Tale Spin ” Baloo is a cargo pilot with his partner, 
Kit Cloudkicker. They have adventures against some air 
pirates 
The cartoon takes place in a city called Cape Suzette. 
Baloo the Bear 
Rivers TRY ’N FIND 
Words about rivers are hidden in the block below. See if you 
can find: WATERSHED, DRAIN. BASIN, CHANNEL, FISH. 
TRANSPORTATION, WATER, COLUMBIA, RIVER, 
FLOODPLAIN, BARGES, SHIP, COLORADO, SAIL, 
RESOURCE. STREAM. SWIM 
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Our rivers are under great pressure. So many people want to use •^55 ^ B u n , a
I y 01 SOUlCCS f°r 80 many different reasons. June is a special month for 
calling attention to rivers. We must be careful how we use them. 
Groundwater 
seeps In 
through 
aquifers or 
underground 
rock 
formations 
Melting 
ice 
from... 
Lakes and springs 
River uses 
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n 
glaciers or snow 
~ 
For transportation of people and cargo For drinking water 
and water for crops 
For development 
along the banks 
For disposal of waste 
from factories and cities 
For generating 
hydroelectric power 
For swimming, paddling 
and lishing fun 
As a habitat and waterway for many 
species of plants and animals 
Very important rivers 
There is a special list of beautiful 
and clean rivers, or parts of rivers. 
These are called Wild and Scenic 
Rivers. Congress decides which rivers 
make the list. 
Once on the list, 
these nvers get special 
government protection. 
For example, dams 
can’t be built to block 
their flow. 
There are about 
3,500,000 miles of 
rivers in the United 
States. Only about 
No dams 
allowed 
THESE ARE 
CALLED WILD 
AND SCENIC 
RIVERS. 
9,300 miles have this 
special protection. 
Many interested citizens 
are working to protect 
these nvers and add more 
to the list. 
Many states also have their own list 
of rivers that get special protection. 
Cleaning up rivers 
Many of our country's nvers have 
been cleaned up. 
Some rivers still have problems. For 
example, some are polluted. Some are 
damaged when we build houses on 
floodplains and other nearby areas. 
What kids can do 
Adopt a stream to keep 
clean. 
Plant a tree 
along a river 
bank to 
shade the 
river and 
fish. This also prevents 
erosion. 
Try to save 
water so we don't have to 
drain rivers. 
Learn about and respect the 
rivers in your area. 
Sources Include: American Rivers, I he National Park 
Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers and The Izaak Walton League. 
APPENDIX E 
CONSENT CORRESPONDENCE 
Ruth K. Webb Elementary School 
1375 Mt. Olivet Road, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
(Date) _ 
Dear Parent, 
Your child _ has been recommended 
by his teacher to participate in the after-school Reading 
Improvement Program at Ruth K. Webb Elementary school. The 
program will provide additional instructional time for 
students who were socially promoted or retained in grade, to 
reinforce and strengthen his/her reading skills. 
The After School Reading Improvement Program will 
operate Monday through Thursday from 3:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. 
beginning Monday, _, and ending 
Thursday, _. 
It is important that your child attends the After 
School Reading Improvement Program daily, so that he/she may 
receive adequate instruction to help strengthen his/her 
reading skills. 
Please sign and return this form if you give permission 
for your child to participate in this after school reading 
improvement program. This form must be returned to your 
child's teacher by Friday, _. 
For the love of children. 
Name of Student 
Grade _Homeroom Teacher_ 
_ I give my permission for my child to participate in The 
After School Reading Improvement Program, Monday 
through 
Thursday, 3:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. 
I do not give my permission for my child to participate 
in The After School Reading Improvement Program. 
Telephone Signature of Parent Date 
APPENDIX F 
*LIEBERMAN'S MODELS 
Lieberman's Factors to Consider Before Retaining 
Students In Grade 
(Lieberman, 1980) suggests a decision-making model which 
uses a number of individual factors under each of these 
headings - Child Factors, Family Factors, and School Factors 
Child Factors 
Physical disabilities 
Physical size 
Academic potential 
Psychological maturity 
Neurological maturity 
Self-concept 
Ability to function independently 
Grade placement 
Age 
Previous retention 
Nature of the problem 
Absenteeism 
Basic skill competency 
Attitude toward retention 
Family Factor 
Geographic moves 
Foreign language 
Attitude toward retention 
Age of siblings 
Age of siblings 
Sibling pressure 
Involvement of physician 
School Factors 
System's attitudes toward retention 
Principal's attitude 
Teacher's attitude 
Availability of remedial services 
Availability of other program options 
Availability of personnel 
Lieberman Factors as Related to Webb's 
Reading Improvement Program 
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Self-Concept 
The impact of retention on a students self-concept can 
be detrimental to his/her self-worth in terms of his values 
and judgement of his own goodness and badness. It's 
possible that the student might become convinced that he is 
looked upon as a failure and his positive self-concept could 
be reduced to a negative self-concept. A low self-concept 
could be the result of low achievement which causes 
retention. 
Previous Grade Retention 
Previous grade retention complied with another 
retention can only add insult to injury. At this point in a 
student's life, all doubts of low academic achievement have 
been removed. Students too, becomes very anxious about 
their physical size and age in comparison to their 
classmates. 
Child's Attitudes Toward Retention 
Child's attitudes toward retention depends largely on 
his peers, age, grade, maturity and the manner in which 
retention is handled by his teachers, parents, friends 
and/or enemies. 
Parental Involvement 
Parental involvement plays a mammoth role in 
determining whether children do well in school. Children do 
better in school when parents support the school staff and 
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are involved in school activities and helping the teacher to 
help the children. Parents interest and involvement keep 
them aware and on top of students success or failure and are 
there to help make appropriate decisions. 
Academic Potential 
Academic potential in terms of learning rate, may range 
from better than appropriate to appropriate to slow to the 
point of continuous, compounded under achievement 
(retention). If and when preliminary learning takes place, 
there is a need for prolonged periods of practice. 
Chronological Age 
Chronological age becomes very apparent to students 
when they are retained especially when the student is more 
than one year older than his classmates. Research shows 
that when a student is significantly older, he is more 
likely to develop a negative self-concept and his/her 
possibility of being an early drop-out increases. 
Attendance 
Attendance can cause students to fall behind in school. 
Severe absenteeism could be an important factor in the 
students under-achievement, and retention could be 
interpreted as a way of providing him with the academic 
skills he missed. There is a strong relationship between 
achievement and attendance and students who do not attend 
school regularly have a difficult time keeping up with daily 
classroom activities. 
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Administrator's Attitudes Toward Retention 
The administrator usually is able to set policy within 
his/her building. However, he attitude process can be quite 
flexible. 
Teacher Attitude Toward Retention 
Teacher attitude toward retention assumes that all 
school factors apply. A given teacher is neither for nor 
against retention, but is in conflict over the advantages 
and disadvantages for individual students. The teacher who 
teaches the child and has not succeeded because of whatever 
factor may be in the best position to evaluate the child's 
potential and make the final decision. 
APPENDIX G 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLANS 
RRTKMl’lLW TS EOtf-MOVEMENT FRCM CURRE2JT GRADE LEVEL 
EXAMPLES: CURRENT GRADE RETAINED 
1A 2A 
1ST 1BT 
IB IB 
2A 2A 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
Student__ Student Number_School. 
SPP-R-1A-1982 
53PO510 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: 1A 
Reading Teacher_ 
Number of Objectives: 17 
Number of Critical Objectives: 12 
‘Critical Objectives 
Mastery 
Advisory 
Code Objectives 
AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
•RR/AP-9 Construct a Rhyming Line 
VISUAL PERCEPTION 
•RR/VP-3 Identify, Distinguish, or Name Colors 
•RR/VP-11 Distinguish Like/Unlike Shapes 
ALPHABET 
•RR/A-8 
•RR/A-9 
Construct Letters of Alphabet 
Order Upper and Lower Case Letters 
i—o 
WORD PERCEPTION 7 _ 
. 1 . ^ \ 
- -V- 
•RR/WA-9 Name Position of Consonants 
WP/C-2 ^ Identify Corresponding Letter Symbols 
WP/VOW-I Identify Vowel Letter Names 
! _- / ' 
__, j KSUEftb 1 \ \ 
•RR/CS-11 - “Distinguish Opposites 4 
WP/V-2 . - ''Distinguish Configurations 
. ! U • 
•WP/SA-2 
V .Ayr7 / / 
- Identify Inflectional Endings 
•'WlS’ ' . / •’ 
-sr,- / , * " 
COGNITIVE/COMPREHENSION g* / 
..1 
- __ 
RR/CS-9 • Construct Missing Words 
•C/MI-1 .-^Identify Main Idea From Pictures 
•C/PO-1 Name Outcome 
C/FO-1 Describe Real and Make-Believe 
•C/I-l Distinguish Infened Picture Situations 
STUDY SKILLS 
•SS/FD-1 Follow Oral Directions 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO^BEM/dSJ^WED ATJWS^D<STRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 12 
Advisory Total 
1 2 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-1B-1982 
53PO520 
Student Student Number_School 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: IB 
Reading Teacher_ 
Number of Objectives IS 
Number of Critical Objectives: S 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery 
Advisory 
Code Objectives 
rrrr 
WORD PERCEPTION 
•WP/C-3 Identify Corresponding Final Consonant Sounds 
•WP/C-4 Identify Medial Consonant Sounds 
WP/VOW-2 Identify Initial Short Vowel Sounds 
WP/V-1 Identify Sight Words 
•WP/V-3 - - • Distinguish Context Clues 
• 
i WP/SA-5 Identify Compound Words 
V T* COMPREHENSION 
C/S-l Order Pictures 
•C/CC-1 Distinguish Words in Context 
it;. /ft* 
C/SR-1 Identify Senses Relationship 
C/MCP-1 Identify Mood • . 
C/PR-1 Describe Characteristics of Relationships 
C/PO-2 -_Distinguish Outcomes 
•- 
‘. - • 
! 1 C/FJ-1 Distinguish Sentences that Make Sense 
STUDY SKILLS 
1 1 1 ‘SS/FD-2 Follow Written Directions 
1TJ SS/D-1 Identify Characteristics of a Dictionary 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT TOIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 11 
Total 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
Advisory 
1 2 
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Student 
Classroom Teacher. 
Instructional Level: 2A 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-2A-1982 
53PO530 
Student Number. . School 
Number of Objectives 17 
Number of Critical Objectives: 6 
•Critical Objectives 
Code Objectives 
WORD PERCEPTION 
WP/C-S 
WP/C-7 
•WP/VOW3 
•WP/VOW-6 
Construct Initial Consonant Substitution 
Distinguish the Two Sounds of C & G 
Apply VC Principle 
Identify Medial Long Vowel Sounds 
WP/V-4 Distinguish Synonyms 
WP/SA-3 
WP/SA-4 
WP/SA-7 
.—‘ Identify Prefixes 
Identify Suffixes 
Identify Contractions 
COMPREHENSION 
- 
C/MI-2 
C/S-2 
Distinguish Main Idea in Paragraph or Story 
... Order Words or Sentences 
rir'. - *' 
•. . * / '<v 
• • v* 
C/SR-2 
•C/M CP-2 
•C/PR-2 
C/FL-1 
• Identify Senses Relationship 
Identify Character Traits/Feelings 
• Distinguish'Analogy 
Identify Figurative Language 
X.J 
•C/FO-2 Distinguish True False Statements 
STUDY SKILLS 
•SS/FD-2 Follow Written Directions 
SS/TC-1 Identify Story Titles and Pages 
Mastery 
Advisory 
1 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) T(^EM^p^I^^ ™SJNSI^UCT19NAL LEVEL: 12 
Total Advisory 
1 2 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
142 
Student_ 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: 2B 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-2B-1982 
53PO540 
Student Number_ School_ 
_ Reading Teacher_ 
Number of Objectives 14 
Number of Critical Objectives: 4 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery 
Advisory 
mi 
i—r~i 
Code Objectives 
WORD PERCEPTION 
WP/C-8 
WP/VOW-4 
Identify Consonant Cluster 
Identify Medial Short Vowel Sounds 
WP/V-S Distinguish Antonyms 
WP/V-6 Distinguish Homonyms 
- *'*—*•<<*. . 
WP/SA-9 " 
WP/SA-10 
•WP/SA-11 
Construct Prefixes 
Construct Suffixes 
Construct Compound Words 
I -VL \ '' ' 
COMPREHENSION ! ***V=^V^ / *. \ 
! \ i . 
•C/CC-2 : •%;.Identify Definitions in Context 
C/S-3 _ , ' Order Story Events 
• /-ir / 
C/SR-3 - .v ...—^Describe Senses Relationship 
•C/PR-5 Distinguish Cause and Effect 
-—V 
STUDY SKILLS > ",i 
__ __• - 
•SS/FD-2 Follow Written Directions 
SS/D-2 Order Words Alphabetically by the 
First and Second Letters 
SS/D-7 Distinguish the Location of a Word 
as at the Beginning, Middle and End 
of the Dictionary 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTEMD AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 10 
Advisory Total 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
1 2 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDLNT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-3A-19S2 
53PO550 
MuJi'lll Student Number_School 
( Ijv.r'fUi I’cachcr_ 
In-.iMiciinnul Level: A 
Reading Teacher  
Number of Objectives : ll> 
Number of Critical Objectives: t> 
•Critical Objectives 
Masters 
Advisory 
Code Objectives 
WORD PERCEPTION 
WP/C-9 Distinguish Consonant Digraph Sounds 
•WP/C-10 Apply a Rule for Phonetic Irregularities 
WP/VOW-11 Identify Digraphs 
WP/V-7 Describe Heteronyms 
•WP/SA-12 Construct Possessive Forms 
WP/SA-13 Construct Contractions 
WP/SA-14 Identify Syllables 
COMPREHENSION 
•C/MI-3 Distinguish Main Idea in Words and 
Phrases or Story 
C/S-4 Order Paragraphs 
C/MCP-3 Distinguish Mood 
C/PR-7 Order Time Relationships 
C/FL-2 Identify Similies 
•C/PO-3 Describe Outcomes 
•C/FO-3 Distinguish Fact from Opinion 
C/FJ-2 Distinguish Choice of Judgement 
STUDY SKILLS 
•SS/FD-3 Follow Written Multi-Step Directions 
SS/CC-1 Order Titles 
SS/O-1 Identify Topics 
SS/D-8 Distinguish the Location of Words in a 
Dictionary Using the Quarters Division 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 14 
Advisory Total 
Number ofCriticai Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
 
1 2 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-3B-1982 
53P0560 
Student Student Number_School 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: 3B 
Reading Teacher  
Number of Objectives: 11 
Number of Critical Objectives: 5 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery Code Objectives 
Advisory 
n~m. 
WORD PERCEPTION 
1 1 •WP/C-ll Consonant Sound Symbol Relationship 
! 1 WP/V-8 Describe Homographs 
•WP/SA-15 Apply VCV Rule 
•WP/SA-16 
COMPREHENSION 
Apply VCCV Rule 
- ■*„ V* 
1 1 •C/MI-4 Distinguish Main Idea and Details 
C/M CP-4 Describe Mood 
C/PR-8 Identify Consistency/Inconsistency 
C/PO-4 . Construct Outcomes 
•C/I-2 Distinguish Inference in Paragraph or story 
STUDY SKILLS 
1 1 SS/O-2 Construct One-Point Outline 
1 1 SS/D-9 Identify the Pronunciation Key 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 8 
Total 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
Advisory 
1 2 
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Student 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
_ Student Number_School 
SPP-R-4A-1982 
53PO570 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: 4A 
Reading Teacher_ 
Number of Objectives: 17 
Number of Critical Objectives: S 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery 
Advisory 
Code Objectives 
WORD PERCEPTION 
WP/VOW-14 
•WP/VOW-15 
WP/VOW-16 
Distinguish “y” as a Vowel or Consonant 
Distinguish Long/I/and Long /E/ Sounds of Y 
Name Diphthongs 
•WP/V-9 Construct Affixes, Root Words 
COMPREHENSION 
•C/M 1-5 
•C/CC-3 
Restate Main idea 
Distinguish Signal Clues 
C/MCP-5 
•C/PR-9 
C/FL-7 
Distinguish Character Traits 
Distinguish Inconsistencies 
Describe Figurative Expressions 
•C/FO-4 Describe Fact & Opinion 
STUDY SKILLS 
•SS/FD-4 Demonstrate Ability to Complete Forms 
SS/TC-2 
SS/E-1 
Distinguish Unit Title and Chapters 
Identify Arrangement of Volume, Topic 
Words and Guide Words 
SS/SK-1 Identify Word Clues & Key Words to Skim 
SS/D-3 
SS/D-4 
•SS/GA-1 
Order Words Alphabetically by Third Letter 
Order Words Alphabetically by Fourth Letter 
Identify Information on a Chart or Table 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 12 
Advisory Total 
1 2 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
146 
Student _ 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: 4B 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPPR-4B-1982 
53PO580 
Student Number_School _ 
_ Reading Teacher  
Number of Objectives: 16 
Number of Critical Objectives: 4 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery Code Objectives 
Advisory 
I 1 I 2 
WORD PERCEPTION 
•WP/VOW-I3 
WP/VOW-17 
WP/VOW-18 
•WP/VOW-20 
WP/V-10 
WP/SA-17 
•WP/SA-18 
COMPREHENSION 
Apply VC, CVC, CVCE, CV, CWC Principle 
Identify Schwa Sounds 
Identify Phonetically Irregular Words 
Demonstrate the Ability to Decode Vowel Sounds 
Distinguish Connotative and 
Denotative Meanings 
Identify Syllabic Exceptions 
Apply Rule for Accenting Words 
C/MI-6 
C/FI^7 
C/FO-5 
C/FJ-3 
STUDY SKILLS 
Construct Main Idea/Outline 
Describe Figurative Expressions 
Distinguish Progaganda Techniques 
Distinguish Judgments of Paragraphs 
SS/I-1 
SS/CC-2 
SS/NT-2 
SS/O-3 
•SS/D-5 
Identify Index Arrangement 
Identify Purpose of Card Catalog 
Construct Notes from a Narrative 
Distinguish Information/Two-Three Point Outiine 
Order Words Alphabetically by the 
Fourth & Fifth Letters 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 11 
Advisory Total 
1 2 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
147 
Student_ 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: SA 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-5A-1982 
53P0590 
Student Number_School_ 
_ Reading Teacher_ 
Number of Objectives: 12 
Number of Critical Objectives: 5 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery 
Advisory 
[Till- 
Code Objectives 
WORD PERCEPTION 
I I ‘WP/SA-19 Analyze Words 
COMPREHENSION 
C/PR-10 Identify Relevance/Irrelevance 
STUDY SKILLS 
•SS/FD-4 
•SS/TC-3 
SS/I-2 
•SS/E-2 
SS/CC-3 
SS/CC-4 
SS/B-1 
Demonstrate Ability to Complete Froms 
Describe Table of Contents in 
Textbook or Magazine 
Distinguish Information in an Index 
Distinguish Topics and Sub Topics 
Distinguish Location of Catalog Cards 
Distinguish Types of Catalog Cards 
Identify Information in Entries of a 
Bibliography 
SS/NT-3 
•SS/SK-2 
Construct Notes of Key-Words or 
Key-Phrases 
Demonstrate Ability to Preview 
SS/GA-2 Identify Symbols, Grids and Scales 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 8 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
Advisory 
1 2 
Total 
148 
Student_ 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: SB 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-5B-1982 
53P0600 
Student Number_ School 
_ Reading Teacher _ 
Number of Objectives: 12 
Number of Critical Objectives: 5 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery Code Objectives 
Advisory 
□zed 
WORD PERCEPTION 
] WP/V-10 Distinguish Connotative & 
Denotative Meanings 
•WP/SA-19 Analyze Words 
COMPREHENSION 
C/MI-6 
C/S-5 
Construct Main Idea/Outline 
Order Ideas or Events Chronologically 
•C/MCP-9 
C/PR-4 
•C/PR-6 
7” Describe Mood/Character/Plot 
~ .Construct Analogies ( 
- , Describe Cause & Effect J r _ - t . 
• . *** 
C/FJ-4 \ Describe Criteria for Judgment 
STUDY SKILLS —*:> 
•SS/FD-4 .. Demonstrate Ability to Complete Forms 
•SS/I-3 Distinguish Key Words 
SS/GA-4 
SS/GA-6 
Distinguish Information on a Graph 
or Diagram 
Describe Information in an Atlas 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 8 
Total 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
Advisory 
1 2 
149 
Student_ 
Classroom Teacher _ 
Instructional Level: 6A 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-6A-1982 
53PO610 
Student Number_School_ 
_ Reading Teacher  
Number of Objectives: 13 
Number of Critical Objectives: 6 
•Critical Objectives 
Mastery 
Advisory 
rnn 
Code Objectives 
- 
WORD PERCEPTION 
i—r~i •WP/SA-19 Analyze Words 
COMPREHENSION 
i ~i , : i •C/CC-4 Construct Inferred Meanings 
m 
i—i i 
•C/I-3 Distinguish Inferential Statements 
STUDY SKILLS 
SS/TC-4 Distinguish Resource Materials in 
Table of Contents 
SS/l-4 Describe Information in an Index 
SS/E-3 Distinguish Cross-References & 
Graphic Aids 
SS/E-4 Distinguish Volumes, Pages and Graphic 
Aids in Encyclopedia Index 
i i 
SS/CC-6 Order Catalog Cards by Filing Rules 
SS/B-2 Distinguish Types of Bibliographies 
•SS/SK-3 Distinguish Main Idea i 
•SS/D-10 Distinguish Key Words in a Pronunciation Key 
•SS/D-11 Distinguish Stressed Syllables in Words 
SS/GA-S Distinguish Information on Physical 
or Political Map 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 9 
Advisory Total 
I 2 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
150 
Student_ 
Classroom Teacher_ 
Instructional Level: 6B 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STUDENT PROGRESS PLAN 
READING OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST 
SPP-R-68-1982 
53PO620 
Student Number_School_ 
_ Reading Teacher_ 
Number of Objectives: 13 
Number of Critical Objectives: 6 
‘Critical Objectives 
Mastery 
Advisory 
1 2 
Code Objectives 
COMPREHENSION 
C/SR-4 Construct Senses Relationship 
C/PR-11 Describe Relevance/Irrelevance 
•C/FL-7 Describe Figurative Expressions 
‘C/FO-6 Describe Propaganda Techniques 
•C/I-4 Describe Inferred Ideas 
C/FJ-4 Describe Criteria for Judgment 
STUDY SKILLS 
*•>■•»* 
•SS/E-5 Describe Sources of Information 
SS/CC-7 Construct Call Slips '• 
SS/B-3 Distinguish Entries. 
SS/B-4 Construct A Bibliography 
•SS/NT-4 Construct Notes from Sources 
•SS/SK-4 Demonstrate Ability to Locate 
; Specific Information 
SS/GA-6 Describe Information in an Atlas 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES (INCLUDING CRITICAL) TO BE MASTERED AT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: 9 
Number of Critical Objectives 
Number of Other Objectives 
Total 
Advisory 
1 2 
Total 
151 
Monitoring of Individual Students with Appreciable 
Variance Between Age and Instructional Level 
Schools Ranked by Total Number 
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER OF STUDENTS PERCENT 
1-6 W/APPRECIABLE VARIANCE OF 1-6 
BUILDING! NAME REGION (10/86) 1-3 4-6 TOTAL MEMBERSHIP 
GREEN A • 617 73 94 167 27.1 
TURNER A 515 47 98 145 28.2 
WILKINSON A 471 99 30 129 27.4 
MALCOLM X A 536 47 77 124 23.1 
TUBMAN C 441 53 70 123 27.9 
WEBB C 504 56 67 123 24.4 
PARK VIEW C 423 58 63 121 28.6 
HENDLEY A 524 41 78 119 22.7 
COOKE C 512 48 71 119 23.2 
WASHINGTON HIGHLAND A 514 44 74 118 23.0 
FRIENDSHIP A 480 50 63 113 23.5 
TERRELL M C A 471 46 66 112 23.8 
GARFIELD A 400 51 59 110 27.5 
STANTON D 415 46 63 109 26.3 
SHADD D 450 52 55 107 23.8 
BANCROFT C 642 43 62 105 16.4 
MEYER C 517 48 55 103 19.9 
KETCHAM D 555 36 64 100 18.7 
WALKER-JONES A 460 51 45 96 20.9 
FLETCHER-JOHNSON D 453 33 62 95 21.0 
BRIGHTWOOD B 423 35 54 89 21.0 
KIMBALL D 503 31 58 89 17.7 
MCGOGNEY A 499 39 49 88 17.6 
SHAED C 371 50 37 87 23.5 
KING M L A 412 32 54 86 20.9 
MCTEN A 366 0 86 86 23.5 
SIMON A 445 34 50 84 18.9 
YOUNG C 375 29 51 80 21.3 
PATTERSON A 411 22 57 79 19.2 
BRUCE - MCNROE C 374 25 52 77 20.6 
BIRNEY A 325 25 52 77 23.7 
WEATHERLESS D 286 30 46 76 26.6 
RAYMOND B 459 25 49 74 16.1 
SLOWE C 246 23 47 70 28.5 
LANGDCN C 315 31 39 70 22.2 
TYLER D 267 31 37 68 25.5 
SAVOY A 327 28 40 68 20.8 
MONTGOMERY A 412 26 42 68 16.5 
RANDLE HIGHLANDS D 388 18 50 68 17.5 
SEATON A 290 11 56 67 23.1 
THOMSON A 261 20 46 66 25.3 
WHEATLEY C 458 22 43 65 14.2 
152 
Number of Students at Risk and the Degree 
of Deficiency by School 
as of September 2, 1986 
Number ot Average Number Semesters Average 
Students Read Math Grade 
Region at Risk Deficit Deficit Deficit 
Region C 
Adams 67 2.8 2.1 1.5 
Bancroft 172 2.4 2.3 1.4 
Brookland 65 2.4 2.2 1.2 
Bruce-Monroe 149 2.3 1.7 1.3 
Bunker Hill 75 1.6 1.7 1.1 
Burroughs 65 1.9 1.9 1.2 
Cleveland 81 2.1 2.3 1.5 
Cook, J.F. 51 2.6 2.2 1.5 
Cooke, H.D. 180 2.5 2.1 1.4 
Emery 119 2.5 2.0 1.4 
Fort Lincoln 79 2.4 2.4 1.5 
Gage-Eckington 57 2.4 2.4 1.4 
Harrison 63 2.8 2.2 1.4 
Langdon 132 2.8 2.6 1.6 
Lewis 86 2.5 2.4 1.4 
Meyer 160 2.5 2.6 1.5 
Noyes 116 2.5 2.4 1.5 
Park View 202 2.5 2.3 1.5 
Reed 88 2.6 2.2 1.5 
Shaed 106 2.4 2.0 1.3 
Slater 47 2.3 2.1 1.2 
Slowe 110 2.8 2.6 1.6 
Tubman 188 2.6 2.6 1.6 
Webb 206 2.4 2.1 1.3 
Wheatley 161 2.2 2.2 1.4 
Woodridge 35 2.7 2.5 1.4 
Young 139 2.3 2.3 1.5 
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